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Tripura is characterized by social and cultural diversity. The 19 Scheduled Tribes
in Tripura comprised of the Tripura/Tripuri/Tippera, Riang/Reang (Bra), Jamatia,
Noatia, Lushai, Uchoi, Mog, Kuki, Chakma, Khasi, Garo. Halam, Bhutia, Bhil,
Munda, Orang, Lepchas, Santhal and Chaimal. The present book is the outcome of
the Research Project on “Mapping the PTGs in Tripura-Focusing on Habitats,
Resource, Resource based livelihood pattern, Issues of land alienation and
displacement, Health, Education and Housing status”. The Research Project is
undertaken by Sri Lincoln Reang, Assistant Professor, Department ofHistory, Tripura
University and the General Secretary ofthe Bru Socio-Cultural Organization (BSCO),
Tripura. The project was sponsored by the Tribal Research & Cultural Institute,
Govt, ofTripura,Aganala. The report is the outcome ofextensive fieldworkundertaken
from various Reang (Bru) inhabited villages ofTripura.

The book comprises offive chapters. Chapter one is the introductory chapter
wherein certain general information on Tripura, its land and people are discussed.
The Reangs socio-cultural and economic structure are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter two is based on the objectives, data base and methodology. The system
ofstudy design, its aims and objectives. various methodologies, sources ofdata and
limitation of the study of the research project are based in this chapter. Chapter
three presents the salient economic profile‘ of the Reang community. The
economic activities ofthe Reang are discussed. The socio-economic developmental
strata are also being focused in this chapter. Chapter four is on the evaluation!
analysis ofthe research project. This chapter outlined the results ofthe tedious
field work. Chapter five is the concluding chapter wherein all the findings are
summed up and analyzed with certain recommendations;

The book is also enriched with photos. data and annexure which would be a
guide and help to all those policy makers and researchers interested for fiuther research
on the Reangs (Btu) community.

Baju Ban Riyan
SeniorAdvisor
BSCO, Tripura.
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BRU SOCIO-CULTURALORGANIZATION
TRIPURA

Head Office : C/O. Marsa Home, Kathal Bagan, Kunjaban,
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-:-:.-.. E-mail: bscotripura@gmail.com Website : www.bsc01ripura.org
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I am delighted to know that a book on ‘Mapping the Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Group in Tripura’ is being published by the Tribal Research & Cultural
Institute, Govt, ofTripura. Bru Socio-Cultural Organization (BSCO), Tripura has
been tirelessly working on for the preservation and promoting the culture ofthe Bru
community; especially on the development ofhodaigri dance, folk songs, etc. BSCO
Tripura has also been working for the upliftrnent ofthe socio-economic status-ofthe
Reang (Bru) community. BSCO had been organizing variousawareness camps relating
to education & literacy, economy and socio-cultural sphere.

This book on the Reangs (Bru) would be a perfect research document on their
historical, sociological and anthropological point ofview. I am grateful to the Tribal
Research & Cultural Institute. Govt. ofTripura for the opportunity given to this
organization. . .

I also gratefitlly acknowledge and appreciate the author for his commendable
work. My sincere thanks to all the BSCO colleagues fortheir constant encouragement
and support.

(Monmohan Reang)
President

Bru Socio-Cultural Organization,
Agartala, Tripura.
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The Tribal Research & Cultural Institute. Govt, ofTripura, Agartala sponsored
Research Project on “Mapping the PTGs in Tripura-Focusing on Habitats,
Resource, Resource based livelihood pattern, Issues of land alienation and
displacement, Health, Education and Housing status” is the outcome ofextensive
fieldwork and data collected from various sources by Sri Lincoln Reang, Assistant
Professor, Department ofHistory. Tripura University on behalfof the Bru Socio-
Cultural Organization (BSCO). Tripura. The study involves the result after its
consultation carried out with the Reang Community, the only Primitive Tribal Groups
(PTGs) ofTripura.

The Reangs are still livingwithprimitive agricultural practices withstagnant population
and low level ofliteracy. 75 groups oftribal communities have been identified as Primitive
Tribal Groups (PTGs) (now Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups or PVTG).

The vast information on the Reangs ofTripura with respect to their social, cultural
and economic development is well knitted. In spite ofliving in hilly, inaccessible lands
in the forest areas far from general developmental programmes, the Reangs are hard
working and are sustaining their livelihood through various sources. In spite of
insurmountable problems due to their low socio-economic conditions, poverty and
unemployment, the Reangs also had to march for developmental opportunities,
accessibility and awareness ofthe government programmes.

The Reangs having lived within the close proximity ofnature has been primarily
dependant on collection offoods from forest. hunting and shitting cultivation. Their
dependant on forests and forest resources for their livelihood has been the main
economic activity.

The book on ‘Mapping the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group in Tripura’
will benefit all those scholars and policy planners who intend to know much better
about the Reang Community ofTripura. F __ .
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Manindra Reang
Minister

TRP&PTG
Government ofTripura
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In preparing this work, I onbehalfofBru Socio-cultural Organization (BSCO),
Tripura is grateful to many whose knowledge and experience I have had the good
fortune to freelyutilize. I sincerely acknowledge my heartfelt gratitude toall the members
ofBru Socio-cultural Organization (BSCO) both advisors and executive member for
their constant guidance and supervision. They always inspired me through their
stimulating guidance; they also provided me with every possible support necessary
for the completion ofthe study. I also extend my particular thanks to the Director, Dy.
Director and their Ofiicial Staff, Tribal Research & Cultural Institute, Govt. ofTripura,
Directorate ofTribal Welfare, Govt. ofTripura and the Directorate ofTRP & PTG,
Govt. ofTripura. Their inspiration and support made it possible for me to overcome
the task ofachieving this academic venture.

I shall also remain ever grateful to the staffmembers ofTripura State Archives
(Agartala), Birchandra State Central Library (Agartala), Tribal Research Institute
Library (Agartala), Directorate ofCensus Operation (Agartala) and Tripura University
Library (Suryamaninagar), Agartala.

This work would not have seen the light ofday without the continuous moral
support and understanding from the Reang (B111) society. I owe them a debt ofgatitude.
I am thankful to Sri Biktorai Reang ofTongphangpara ('Dasda-Kanchanpur), Tripura
North, Rev. Sharan Kumar Reang, Khakhornthai (Dasda-Kanchanpur), TripuraNorth,
Sri Surya KumarReang ofTuikarmaw (Birchandra Mann, Santirbazar), Tripura South,
Sri Madhav Reang ofSaltbang Manu (BirchandraMann, Santirbazar), Tripura South
and all other elder Reang Choudries (Headrnen) for theircontinuous support inproviding
me various useful materials. .

I am also grateful to all the members ofthe Bru Socio-cultural Organization
(BSCO), Tripura who are engaged in the tedious field work and arranging a study
trip to various Reangs inhabited villages ofTripura.

Lincoln Reang
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FROM THE D11u=;croR’s DEs1< ]

Tribal groups are at different stages of social, economic and educational
development. While some tribal communities have adopted a mainstream way
of life at one end of the spectrum, there are 75 PrimitiveTribal Groups (PTGs),
at the other, who are characterized by (a) a pre-agriculture level oftechnology,
(b) a stagnant or declining population (c ) extremely low literacy and (d) a
subsistence level of economy.

Promotion ofall round development oftribals inhabiting the length and breath of
our country has received priority attention ofthe government. There are ntunerous
government policies for ensuring the welfare and well being oftribals. The Govts. at
State as well as Central levels have made sustained efforts to provide
opportunity to these communities for their economic development by
eradicating poverty and health problems and developing communication for
removal of isolation of their habitats. Base line surveys are done to precisely
identity the PvTGfamilies, their habitat and socio-economic status, so that development
initiatives are implemented for these commtmities, based on the facts and figures. The
publication emphasises on the accurate demographic and socio-economic figures of
the PVTGs. ’

The book ‘Mapping the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group in Tripura’ written
by Dr. Lincoln Reang is encouraged to go forward in academic excellence and in
contributing to our knowledge about the PvTG in Tripura.

Q,(/
05 December 2017 SUNIL DEBBARMA

Director
Tribal Research 8.: Cultural Institute

Govt, ofTripura
ix
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The Research Project on “Mapping with respect to PTGs in Tripura-

Focusing on Habitats, Resource, Resource based livelihood pattern, Issues
of land alienation and displacement, Health, Education and Housing status”
is sponsored by the Tribal Research and Cultural Institute, Govt. of Tripura,
Agartala. The report is the outcome of intensive fieldwork and datas collected
from secondary sources. The study also derives from answers of questionnaires
and consultation carried out with the Reang Community, the only Primitive Tribal
Groups (PTGs) of Tripura in 189 Reang inhabited village councils/gram
panchayats covering 28 out of 58 rural developmental blocks and 6 out of 8
districts ofTripura.

The total tribal population of India has been estimated as 104,545,716 that
constitutes about 8.6 per cent of the total population of the country (Census
2011). The tribal communities are spread over 15 per cent of the geographical
areas in various ecological and geo climatic conditions varying from forest. hills,
plateau and plains. They are still living with primitive agricultural practices with
stagnant population, lowest literacy rates and are at the lowest rung of human
index. 75 groups/sub groups of tribal communities have been identified as
Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs). PTGs are confined to far-flung inaccessible
areas with precarious living conditions. By and large they have maintained their
cultural group identity with their distinctive living pattern. The literacy level,
income and living condition of the primitive tribes in comparison with other
tribes are much discouraging. -

The study is based on both quantitative and qualitative data collected fi'om
published documents ofgovermnent ofTripura, eminent persons ofthe respective
village councils/gram panchayats, etc. The secondary data were collected from
published and unpublished documents of government departments and private
agencies. The collected data’s was then edited and analysis ofdata’s was carried
out. Major findings of the study can be summarized as below:

There are five chapters in the report including the introduction and conclusion.
Chapter one is the introductory chapter. The Reangs are traditionally well knit
communities, but they are also systematically marginalized. An introductory note
was also written on Tripura, its land and people along with a brief note on its
economy and demography.
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The Reang are at different stages ofsocial, cultural and economic development.
The Reangs are tlhe most backward indigenous ethnic groups in India.
Government, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and Community based
Organizations (CBtOs) are working for their development since long, but the
fruits ofdevelopment have not been reflected among the development indicators
of these communities as it was expected by the planners.

The Reangs in Tripura are having their own distinctive culture, geographically
isolated and are low in socio-economic conditions. The tribal groups have
remained outside the realm of the general development process due to their
habitation in forests and hilly tracts for centuries. Most of the areas are hilly,
inaccessible undulating plateau lands in the forest areas resulting in the bypassing
of general developmental programmes. Due to this, infrastructure and
development facilities for education. roads, healthcare, communication, drinking
water, sanitation etc. lagged behind. In spite of many aflinnative actions, the
Reangs in Tripura face insurmountable problems due to their low socio-economic
conditions, poverty, unemployment, lack of opportunities, accessibility and
awareness of the government programmes.

Tripura with an area of 10.486 sq.km has always been a multi-ethnic state
like most other northeastem states of India. It is predominantly a hilly and often
inaccessible area. There are 19 Scheduled Tribes in Tripura, namely the Tipras,
Reangs (Bru), Jamatias. Noatias, Lushais, Uchois, Mogs, Kukis, Chakmas,
Khasis, Garos, Halarns, Bhutias, Bhils, Mundas, Orangs, Lepchas, Santhals and
Chaimals. According to the 2011 Census, the population of STs in Tripura is
11.66.81?» and the Reang s population being 188,220.

The State of Tripura is characterized by different diversities with varied
mongoloid ethnic origins, linguistic variation and religious pluralism. Political
identity and cultural identity have become part and driving forces of
democratization. As such managing and accommodating identity politics,
including tribal identity is part ofthe nation building and democratization projects.
There is always a quest for self-identity on the basis of its religious and cultural
identity, if denied; the periphery would obviously react to such as potentially
hegemonic, as the identity of those in the periphery are felt to be extremely
vulnerable. Such intensifying of identity crisis is most evident in the northeast
India than elsewhere in the country. _

Tripura has traditionally been the home ofdifierent cultures and people. The
tribal culture and their traditions and practices pervade almost all of the aspects
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in the society. The distinctiveness of the tribes lays in their rituals, cultures,
beliefs and above all the harmony in which they survive in unison with nature.
Their custom depicts their belief in simplicity. Most of the tribes now share
patriarchal cultural ties with some other tribal societies. The tribal people are
clinging to their identity despite of the external influences that threatened the
tribal culture. They have their own rituals, beliefs, festivals, dances, songs and
ways of living. But one thing that is common in all the tribal people is that their
cultures display a lot ofpower, joy, vibrancy and enthusiasm.

The Tribal‘s were the heterogeneous set of ethnic groups who claimed to be
the aboriginal population of India. However, it is observed that not all the tribal
communities were at the same level of development and in order to foster the
same, certain groups were identified for the first time in 1975-76 who are regarded
as the poorest of the poor amongst the STs and were called Primitive Tribal
Groups (PTGs) by the Government of India. 75 tribal cormmmities have so far
been identified as PTGs in India. Identification ofPTGs happens keeping intact
the following fixed criteria:

I. Pre-agicultural level of technology
II. Very low level of literacy
III. Declining or stagnant population
These Primitive tribes have distinct characteristics. They are vulnerable mainly

due to their shyness and being oblivious to the outside world. The Reangs have
been living in forest and mountainous regions, within the close proximity of
nature. The economy of the Reangs has been primarily collection of foods from
forest, hunting and shifting cultivation. More than 90% ofthe tribals, to a large
extant depend on forests and forests resources for their livelihood. The Reangs
have been facing many socio-economic problems. The forest laws have curtailed
the free movement oftribals in forest regions. The tribal rights on the forestlands
have severely affected. Shifting cultivation has been regulated by restrictions on
the use of forests.

This chapter also narrates mainly about the historical background ofthe Reang
as well as their cultural pattern of life. It is very difficult to ascertain the original
homes of the Reangs in the absence of any documentary evidence. However,
there are various opinions regarding the Reang original homeland and their
migration. From the perspective of their linguistic, ethnic and physical features,
the Reang are considered one of the mongoloid tribes. It is found that China,
Tibet, Myanmar, whole parts of northeastern India and Chittagong Hill Tracts
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(Bangladesh) have a large concentration ofthe speakers ofthese linguistic goups.
The Reangs social structure is based on the system ofclan structure, kinship

system, marriage pattern and family type. The Reang village is generally named
after a stream, rivulet or the village head/chief. There are a number ofkin groups
among the Reangs known as panji (clan), who are of patrilineal lineage. The
names of the clans are Molsoi, Msha, Apeto, Tuimuiyaphaoh, Taumayakcho,
Chongpreng, Meska, Chorkhi, Raikchaoh, Wairem, Nouhkham and Yakstam.

The ethos ofReangs culture is that they have their own rituals, beliefs, festivals,
dances and songs. They dance on various occasion and festivals celebrated by
them. be it during the harvesting season or during a religious rituals. Their dance
depicts the socio-economic activities that are followed and practiced by them
and the most famous being the Hodaigri dance. Hunting, fishing, huk (slash and
burn) or shifting method ofcultivation, planting, weeding, harvesting, husking,
offering sacrifice, etc. are more vividly represented in songs and dances. The
Reangs prepare several kinds of rice beers (arag). In the absence of rice beers
(arag) no rituals, ceremonies, etc. in the Reang society is complete.

Chapter two is based on the objectives, data base and methodology ofthe
Study. It is based on the hypothesis of the study design, aims and objectives of
the study, methodology, sources ofdata and limitation ofthe study ofthe research
project.

Chapter three focuses on the salient economic profile of the Reang
community. In this chapter, an effort is The Reangs economy is generally based
on forests and forest resources. The economic activities of the Reang center
around huk (slash and bum) or shifting cultivation based on yaghu kchilaimo
(mutual exchange of labour). They also obtain different varieties of food from
the roots, shoots, fruits, flowers and hunting ofbirds and animals from the forest.
At the economic and cultural level, the family is a unit ofboth production and
consumption. One of the feature of their economy is the use of tools which is
generally crude and simple such as da brouh (knife), gods! (spade), chehkhra
(sickle) and rua (axe).

The spread ofliteracy and education opened up a new economic opportunities
and easy contact between people across national and regional boundaries. This
also leads to basic changes in the traditional structure of society and polity.
Society becomes more open, polity more accessible and political articulation
more pervasive. All this infuses into the system ‘greater mobility and greater
variety in the combination of class, status and power positions. The Reang
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communities are at varied stages ofsocio-economic development. llliteracy rates
among them, especially among female, have been very high. They have been
living in isolation, and a miserable life characterized by backwardness and
exploitation. Education is the prerequisite for socio-economic development of
any community. The Reang communites are known for their simplicity, illiteracy
and backwardness and education provides an insight of one’s real status and
level ofdevelopment. At the same time, due to this isolation, it has been possible
for them to maintain their rich age»old folk culture and distinctive life style.

The Socio-economic system of the Reang has to be considered to the total
cultural whole within the frame that was articulated. It is an undeniable fact that
the socio-economic patterns ofthe Reang community display a kind ofcharacteristic
distinctiveness on account ofwhich it constitute a significant part of the cultural
fabric of Indian society. Thus, despite the fact that tribal communities are within
the social field of Indian tradition. still they managed to retain a significant
distinctiveness unique to them. The distinctiveness as patent in the lack of socio-
economic advancement, seclusion in remote areas and ideological speciality are
reflected in the primitive level ofmanifestation that bring them out of isolation to
the mainstream ofnational life. The socio-economic backwardness ofthe Reangs
manifests itself into increasing indebtedness and land alienation.

Chapter four is on the evaluation/analysis of the research project. This
chapter mainly focuses on the analysis of results of the field work. A total of 1 89
(One Hundred Eighty Nine) Reang inhabited village councils are covered in the
study. ,

In terms of family type, nuclear family is preferred over joint family in the
surveyed areas. In terms of language, Kan Bru is spoken by all the respondents,
other than that language known to them was Bengali. Out of 50567 families,
54.5 per cent belonged to BPL families, 40.7 per cent accounted to APL while
4.7 per cent belonged to Listed/Other Category.

With respect to religious practice among the Reangs in the surveyed areas, it
was found out that majority (69.3 per cent) of the family’s respondenfs follows
Hinduism, 23.3 per cent follows Christianity while 2.3 per cent follows other
religion or did not state their religion.

Regarding the gender-wise age distribution, out of the total population of
2,21,22O the age group between 0-5 (male-7.9 % & female-8.1%), 6-14 (male-
13.2 % & female-13%), 15-60 (male-25.5% & female-24.6%) and 60+ (male-
3.7 % & female-3.7%).
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Majority of the family"s respondent‘s of the surveyed areas were engaged in
both agricultural and non-agricultural work. Most of the laborers were daily
wage earner. In terms ofAgriculture (settled-352% & shifting-13.8%), Collection
ofMinor Forest Produce ( I 3. 1%), Agricultural Labotn (1 9.8%), Non- Agriculture
Labour (5.8%), Small Business (3.9%), Govt. Service (6.9%) and one per cent
amounted to other occupational works.

The educational profile between the age-group of 6-14 was not satisfactory.
Out of45532 children, School going (male-40.9 & female-38.6%), not attending
School due to work engagement either to support and help their parents is (male-
5.7% & female-6.2%) while could not attending School due to either non-
availability of school facilities or communication and transportation problems
(male-3% &_ female-5.2%).

The educational status out ofthe total of73 024 without including those infant
and kids below the age of 6 and those persons who left their studies midway due
to financial or other personal problems and also those who are engaged with
different economy activities (government service, Labourer, etc.) are as follows:
llliterate (male-7.7% & female-1 1.1%), Primary (male-20.6% & female-20. 1%),
Upper primary (male-1 1.9% & female-9.5%), Secondary (male-7.3% & female-
5.4%), Higher Secondary (male-2.5% & female-1.6%), College Graduate (male-
0.8% & female-0.4%), Post-Graduate (male-0.2% & female-0. 1%) and Technical
(male—0.07% & female-0.06%).

In terms ofboth traditional skill and vocational skill out ofthe total of440 1 0,
traditional health practice (male-4.8% & female-2%), handicrafts (male-37.3%
8:: female-3. 1%), weaving (male-1.4% & female-50.3%), TV, Mobile, Fridge
Repairing (male-0.5% & female-0. 1%).

In terms of various training skills, out of the total of 1200, computer (male-
6.5% & female-5.2%), Tailoring (male-I l .3% & female- l 5.9%) and others (male-
31.4% & female-29.5%).

Regarding traditional art and culture out of the total of 30689, folk dancer
(male- l 3.6% & female-18%)., folk singers (male-l l .7% & female-10.4%), drum
(male-l 3.9% &. female-10%), flute (male-11% & female-0.1%). Srenda (male-
0.5% & female-nil), Chongpreng (male-0.5% & female-nil) and traditional healer
(boido) (male-6.9% & female-2.8%). _

Regarding housing infrastructure, the number offamilies having kaccha house
(23.5%), pacca (4.6%), mixed (11.5%), mud (22.9), bamboo cottage (32.6%)
and IAY house (4.7%). _
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Regarding drinking water sources, the number offamilies depending on water
supply (19.8%), handpump (29.2%), mark 2/3 (32.7%), stream (9.8%) and other
(rain water, pond, etc.) (8.4%). Regarding sanitation, the number of families
depending on pacca (30.9%), kaccha (39.8%), pit (18.5%) and open (10.7%).
The number of families having electricity (66.5%), solar-light (18.9%) while
(14.4%) does not have electricity.

The financial status ofnumber of families (out of34545) having bank account
(75%), post office (18.3%) and new account created under Jan Dhan Yojana
(6.6%). Regarding cyber and telecommunication status, the number of families
(out of 41722) having mobile phone (67%), intemet Service (2.8%), Dish TV
service (13.8%), cable (1.3%) news paper (4.9%) and radio (10%).

Regarding the availability ofservices ofnatural resource in the village, out of
the total of 52498. rivers & streams accounts for (4.5%), pond (50.9%), lake
(27.4%) and rubber plantation (17%). Regarding the livestock, out of the total
of 39878, piggery accounts for (53.8%), goatery (13.4%), dairy (2.7%), fishery
(16.6%), poultry (6.3%) and apiculture (6.9%). Livestock has been an important
productive asset for the Reangs for their supplementary income and an asset for
food security.

Regarding major health problems, out of the total of23 855 fever (male-46.2%
& female-49.1%), TB (male-0.02% & female-0.1%), typhoid (male-1.1% &
female-1.1%) and jaundice (male-1% & female-1.1%). With regards to assets
availability from the total of 76770, bicycle (30.3%), two wheeler (4.7%), four
wheeler (0.6%), tractor (0.5%), TV (31.3%), computer (1.4%) and refrigerator
(30.8%).

Chapter five is the concluding chapter wherein all the findings and
recommendations are summed up and analyzed. The Reang have a rich social
and cultural heritage. Their distinctive culture are reflected in their dance, music,
festivals, management ofcommunity affairs, dress and food habit. The economy
ofthe Reang community like that ofother tribal societies is tuned to the needs of
the Society. Family is the basic social unit of the Reangs and it is the foundation
oftheir social organization. Since it is the basic unit, it controls the social behavior
of the members as also the use of cultivated land and its possession. There is the
predominant ofnuclear family among Reangs. The head ofthe family takes socio-
cultural decisions in consultation with other adult members ofthe family.

The types of irrigation found in the surveyed areas were by means of well,
streams and rivers. The sources of household waters used are from well, ponds
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and rivers. Agriculture also takes place regularly with the chief crops being rice
and vegetables. The problem of drinking water has been a major problem in the
selected villages. The numbers of tube wells as well as wells is insuflicient for
providing water for drinking, cooking and other uses of the people.

Animal husbandry and livestock rearing is one of the important bases for
development of the Reang economy as per the present study. Livestock were
kept mainly for consumption but it is also used for commercial purposes.
Collection of minor forest produces is an integral aspect of Reang economy.

Primarily the Reangs thrive on shifting cultivation and forest produce
collection, but with the passage of time and wide success of settled cultivation,
dependency on shifting cultivation and forest produce collection has reduced to
a significant extent. As a result the dependency rate on shifting cultivation and
forest produces collection as primary occupation has been reduced. Household
income is one of the most important indicators of livelihood. The households
have multiple sources of incomes. lt is because no single source of income is
sufficient to provide means of survival. The study identified major sources of
livelihood in the selected villages. Those are agriculture, wage labour, livestock,
collection of forest products, art and craft and incomes from other sources. The
other sources include small business, traditional based on division of labour work,
services, etc. Agriculture is the single most important source ofhousehold income
in all the villages. Inter-dependence and cooperation of male and female are
based on all economic pursuits from production to consumption. The data from
the survey reveals that majority households depend on collection and sale from
forest for their livelihood.

In addition to food and clothing, shelter is the most essential and basic human
need which denotes an important constituent of the quality of life. It is an index
ofthe socio-economic progress ofany community. Agriculture and forest produce
is the mainstay oftribal economy in general and the Reangs in particular providing
livelihood support to a large section of the population. And land is an essential
ingredient of agriculture. Owning a house provides significant socio-economic
security to an individual or household in society. All stuveyed households have
their own house.

Relatively few schools were opened among the Reangs and their access to
education was thus limited. Low level of literacy and educational backwardness
among the Reang community are due to (i) lack of positive motivation for
education, (ii) lack of adequate educational infrastructure, and (iii) deficient
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communication system. Health is one of the precious assets ofhuman being and
determinant ofa person’s quality of life. But the study reveals that poor health of
PTGs is one of the critical bottlenecks. The unhygienic living condition and
traditional health care practices were found mainly responsible for high maternal
mortality. Existence of traditional medical practitioners and use of traditional
medicine reveals that they have still preserved their traditional knowledge related
to health. In spite of the modem health infrastructure being available to the
community still they are the strong believer of the traditional medicine and
treatment. There is a consensus agreement that the health status of the tribal
population is very poor and worst among the primitive tribes because of their
isolation, remoteness and being largely unaffected by developmental processes.
According to the studies undertaken, it indicates that the primitive tribes have
distinct health problems, mainly govemed by multidimensional factors like their
habitat, different terrain, illiteracy, poverty, superstition and deforestation. No
significant changes were found in the intensity of diseases and households that
suffered from diseases. Malaria is the most critical health issue in the area under
survey.

The Reang society is no longer considered to be exclusively a traditional
or conservatives as it is gradually being exposed in the modern setting to be the
forces of change which have in tum brought with it a radical transformation in
the socio-economic, religious and political spheres oflife.

_______.._____-
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INTRODUCTION

India has the largest concentration of tribal population in the world. The
tribal are the children of nature and their lifestyle is conditioned by the eco-
system. India due to its diverse ecosystems has a wide variety oftribal population.
The prominent tribal population covers around 15% of the total geographical
area of the country. Though the tribal are mainly concentrated in the north-
eastern and central part of India, however they have their presence in all States
and Union Territories.

There are 697 tribes notified by the Central Government under Article 342
of the Indian Constitution with certain tribes being notified in more than one
State. More than half the Scheduled Tribe population is concentrated in the
States of Madhya Pradesh, Chattisgarh, lvlaharashtra, Orissa, Jharkhand and
Gujarat whereas in Haryana, Punjab, Delhi, Pondicherry and Chandigarh no
community has been notified as a Scheduled Tribe. The criteria followed for
identification of a community as a scheduled tribe are indication of primitive
traits; distinctive culture; geographical isolation; shyness of contact with the
community atlarge; and backwardness. Tribal groups are at different stages of
social, economic and educational development. While some tribal communities
have adopted a mainstream way of life at one end of the spectrum, there are 75
Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs), at the other, who are characterized by a pre-
agriculture level oftechnology; a stagnant or declining population; an extremely
low literacy rate: and a subsistence level ofeconomy.
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The tribal population has shown a growth rate of2 l .03% as against 21.35%
of the entire population, in the period 1991-2001. The fact that tribal’s need
special attention is borne out by their low social, economic and participatory
indicators. Whether it is matemal and child mortality, size ofagricultural holdings
or access to drinking water and electricity, tribal communities lag far behind the
general population. While their percentage which is Below Poverty Line is
unacceptably high (52%). what is staggering is that a full 54% have no access to
economic assets related to communication and transport.

The tribal’s in Tripura are having their own distinctive culture,
geographically isolated and are low in socio-economic conditions. The tribal
groups have remained outside the realm ofthe general development process due
to their habitation in forests and hilly tracts for centuries. Most ofthe tribal areas
are hilly, inaccessible undulating plateau lands in the forest areas of the country
resulting in the bypassing of general developmental programmes. Due to this,
infrastructure and development facilities in tribal areas for education, roads,
healthcare, communication, drinking water, sanitation etc. lagged behind
compared to other areas which has resulted in further widening the gaps of
development between the tribal"s and the general population for a long time.

In spite ofmany affirmative action"s, tribal’s in Tripura face insurmountable
problems due to their low socio-economic conditions, poverty, unemployment,
displacement, lack ofopportunities, accessibility and awareness ofthe government
programmes. The government and private establishments have initiated projects
of hydroelectric, industry, business, roads and transport, which are leading to
the loss of traditional land ownership and livelihood opportunities. The
disturbances oftheir traditional socio-economic relationship and its implications
have become an important socio-economic problem for the policy makers and
government to undertake welfare and development activities.

Tripura with an area of 10,486 sq.km has always been a multi-ethnic state
like most other Northeastern States of India. It is predominantly a hilly and often
inaccessible area. The population ofTripura is characterized by social diversity.
There are 19 Scheduled Tribes in Tripura, namely the Tipras, Reangs (Bru),
Jamatias, Noatias, Lushais, Uchois, Mogs, Kukis, Chakmas, Khasis, Garos,
Halams, Bhutias, Bhils, Mundas, Orangs, Lepchas, Santhals and Chaimals. The
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population of Tripura for 2011 was 36,73,917, out of which 18,74,376, males
and 17,99,541 females. The population ofSchedule Tribes in Tripura is 1 l,66,813
and the Reangs comprised 188,220. The following table shows district level
area, population, literacy, sex ratio and density based on census-2011 data.

Table 1.1
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of Tripura, Agartala, p.9
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1. Map of Concentration of Reang population in Tripura
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The following table shows the administrative set-up by districts ofthe state in 2013.
Table 1.2
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The Reangs in terms of appearance basically belong to the mongoloid
groups and speaks the tibeto-bunnan language Kan Bru. The Reangs inhabitation
is found in all the districts ofTripura, but majority of them are found to settle in
the districts ofNorth Tripura, Unakoti Tripura, Dhalai Tripura, Gornati Tripura,
South Triptua and Khowai Tripura

At present, the Reang communities basically are found to reside in twenty-
eight out of fifty-eight blocks in eight districts ofTripura. In North and Unakoti
district, they reside in Kumarghat, Gournagar, Dasda, Pecharthal, Laljuri,
Damcherra, Jampui Hill, Yuvrajnagar and Kadamtala blocks. In Dhalai and
Khowai district, they reside in Ambassa, Manu, Chawmanu, Dumburnagar,
Ganganagar, Salema, Durga Chowmuni, Tulasikhar and Mungiakami blocks. In
South and Gomati district, they reside in Matabari, Amarpur, Karbook, Ompi,
Bokafa, Jolaibari, I-Irishyamukh, Bharat Ch.Nagar, Kakraban and Rajnagar blocks.
In Mizoram, the Reangs (Also known as Bru) reside in the district of Kolasib,
Mamit, Lunglei and Lawngtlai. While in Assam, the Reang are fotmd in the
district ofHailakandi and Karintganj-.

Table-1.3
Reang Population of Tripura
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3. Reang lnhabiterl Areas in Tripura

Reang inhabited Areas inTripura 2016
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The State of Tripura is characterized by different diversities with varied
mongoloid ethnic origins, linguistic variation and religious plurallsm. Pollttcal
identity and cultural identity have become part and driving forces of
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democratization. As such managing and accommodating identity politics.
including tribal identity is part ofthe nation building and democratization projects.
There is always a quest for self-identity on the basis of its religious and cultural
identity, if denied; the periphery would obviously react to such as potentially
hegemonic, as the identity of those in the periphery are felt to be extremely
vulnerable. Such intensifying of identity crisis is most evident in the northeast
India than elsewhere in the country. .

Tripura has traditionally been the home of different cultures and people.
The tribal culture and their traditions and practices pervade almost all of the
aspects in the society. The distinctiveness ofthe tribes lays in their rituals, cultures,
beliefs and above all the harmony in which they survive in unison with nature.
Their custom depicts their belief in simplicity. Most of the tribes now share
patriarchal cultural ties with some other tribal societies. The tribal people are
clinging to their identity despite of the external influences that threatened the
tribal culture. Each ofthe tribes found in the northeast regions of the country are
marked for their unique and distinguished cultures. They have their own rituals,
beliefs, festivals, dances, songs and ways of living. But one thing that is common
in all the tribal people is that their cultures display a lot of power, joy, vibrancy
and enthusiasm. '

The tribaI’s were the heterogeneous set of ethnic groups who claimed to
be the aboriginal population of India. However, it was observed that not all the
tribal communities were at the same level ofdevelopment and in order to foster
the same, certain groups were identified for the first time in 1975-76 who are
regarded as the poorest of the poor amongst the STs and were called Primitive
Tribal Groups (PTGs) by the Government of India. 75 tribal communities have
so far been identified as PTGs in India. Identification of PTGs happens keeping
intact the following fixed criteria:

I. Pre-agricultural level of technology
II.Ve1y low level of literacy
III. Declining or stagnant population
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State wise Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs) in India
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These Primitive tribes have distinct characteristics. They are vulnerable
mainly due to their shyness and being oblivious to the outside world. The Reangs
have been living in forest and mountainous regions, within the close proximity
of nature. The economy of the Reangs has been primarily collection of foods
from forest, hunting and shifting cultivation. More than 90% of the tribal’s, to a
large extant depend on forests and forests resources for their livelihood. The
Reangs have been facing many socio-economic problems. The forest laws have
curtailed the free movement of tribal ’s in forest regions. The tribal rights on the
forestlands have severely affected. Shifting cultivation has been regulated by
restrictions on the use of forests.

The historical literature on the tribal’s ofTripura is fairly rich but till date
little attention has been given on the Reangs. The present study is intended to fill
up the gap. Special emphasis and attempts of the proposed study are supposed
to locate changes of this community over the ages and how they have made an
elfort to retain their traditional values, socio-culture, religious practices and beliefs
which are also gradually fading away with the change oftime. It is also pertinent
to mention here that the Government of India declared the Reang as the Primitive
Tribal Groups (PTO). lnfact, the very scope of this study is to focus on the
overall history of the Reangs in Tripura looking at the perspective with regards
to their socio-cultural condition.

1.1 Hypothesis

The Reang are at different stages of social, cultural and economic
development. The Reangs are the most backward indigenous ethnic groups in
India. Government, Non—Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and Community
based Organizations (CBOs) are working for their development since long, but
the fruits of development have not been reflected iamong the development
indicators of these communities as it was expected by the planners.

Therefore. the proposed study is intended to explore and recast the history
of the Reang Community with respect to their socio-economic status. The reason
behind their backwardness and the ultimate road to their progress through various
governmental policies. One of the important aspects of this study is to trace the
historical background and socio-economic tradition based on primary, secondary
sources and field study.
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1.2 Brief profile of the Reang Community

The Reangs are basically a semi-nomadic tribe who practice fhum (slash
and bum) or shifting method of cultivation on the hill sides. This makes them to
move from one place to another place after a gap of few years. The possible
causes of their migration and movement lay in their traditional life patterns
characterized by shifting cultivation, primitive tools, semi-nomadic settlement
etc. The Reang basically belonged to the mongoloid group and speaks the tibeto-
burmese language.

The Reang are an indigenous people of India, the majority ofthem live in
the state of Tripura in northeastern parts of India with small populations in
neighbouring states ofMizoram and Assam. They are also found to reside in the
neighbouring country of Bangladesh in the Chittagong Hill Tracts; residing on
the north of the Karnaphuli River bordering Hill Tripura.Tradition says that the
Reangs resided in the hills to the south ofthe Matarnuri River under the leadership
oftwo brothers namely, Kilay and Manglay.

1.3 Nomenclature

The Reang are one of the tribes belonging to the Tibeto-Burman group of
the Sino-Tibetan language family. The word Bru is the term used both for the
language i.e., Kan Bru in particular and the Community i.e., Bru people in general.
Kan means language and Bru stands for Community. Therefore, Kau Bru means
‘language of the Community’. The importance of the interpretation can also be
used for referring the term Bru from their folklore as being the descendents of
Bruha. Bruha and Braiha. according to their folklore were two brothers who
along with several followers reached Tripura on the course of their migration
several thousand years. While moving they reached a river where both groups
caught and cooked prawns for mid-day meal cun'y. The prawns ofBraiha’s group
became cooked soon while that of Bruha’s group took longer to be cooked.
Braiha‘s group ate their meal soon and moved on by leaving Bruha‘s group
behind. But they told Bruha‘s group that they would make a track on the path to
let them come on the same route. Bruha‘s group too cooked their meal and
proceeded on their journey. On their way they saw a plantain cut by Braiha’s
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group; but the plantain shoot grew quickly without showing any new sign. So
they felt that they lost the tract made by Braiha’s group. The Bru oftoday claim
that they are the descendants of Bruha's group.

The member of the tribes consider the term Bru and not Reang/Riang to
be the name of the tribes. There are twelve clans in the Bru Community, viz.,
Molsoi, Meska, Msha, Raikchaoh, Apeto, Wairem, Chtmgpreng, Nouhkham,
Tm'm0i- Yaphauh, Yalcstam, ChorkhyandT:tuma- Yakcho. The fact that Reang/Riang
was not included in the said clan system was because the last Kaskau (Bru
community Chief) who was also powerful and tyrant name was Riang. Therefore
he does not want the Community to use and associate his name to be part of the
overall clan system.

1.4 Origin and Migration

Different tribal communities of India have different myth and legends of
their origin. The mythological origin of the Reang as per the oral narratives was
that. a time when no human being was created; that many Gods came together in
a place called Kangsari-Nakari Tuz'bu- Tuistaima and under the leaderships of
Achu Sibrai (Bura Khongtrong), Achu Hangrai, Achu Chuwaingdai, Apa
Tisnagraha and Among Ganga. They decided to create human being. Among
Ganga was given in charge for creating an atmosphere for the human being to
live in the world. She therefore created with her universal power two-rock eggs
and gave it to Achu Sibrai. Achu Sibrai later gave the eggs to sage Biyasmoni
who in turn gave it to sage Kashyapa. Sage Kashyapa later gave the eggs to
Biangoma and Biangopha (Biango refers to Garuda-A huge bird belonging to
eagle species of-the puranic era) to hatch in their nest along with their own eggs
which lies at the hermitage of sage Kashyapa. Later, Biangoma and Biangopha
hatched their own egg and came out Soinairao and Bonirao but the rock-eggs
did not hatch. Biangoma was also becoming tired of the rock-eggs because it
was not hatching. So, one day sage Kashyapa blessed Biangoma with the power
to hatch the rock-eggs and came out Devtoronj and Devlaxmi. They were kept
under the guidance of the Supreme God i.e., Achu Sibrai (Bura Khongtrong),
who brought them up with various knowledge to live in the world. As time
passed by, both Devtoroni and Devlaxmi who were in the world and with no
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other soul existing in this world were living with an unsettled attitude ofmind.
On seeing their unsettled attitude of mind, Achu Sibrai chalked out a plan. In
fact, his motive was to unite them in a social wedlock. So, one day Achu Sibrai
was pretending that he was suffering from fever. He asked Devtoroni to fetch
water for him or else he would die of thirst. He was given a tui-washzmg/Sibrai
Lrmgkhaing (bamboo pot) with a small hole at the bottom, which was made
intentionally so that water may ooze out and drenched his head when carried on
the head. Devtoroni rushed to the nearby stream and when he bent down to
draw water a certain bird taochirzgchong (who was actually Among Ganga)
forbid him to draw water. The bird made a condition that he could draw the
water only ifhe marry his sister i.e., Devlaxmi. Whenever Devtoroni refused, the
stream would dry-up. This incident occurred whenever he chooses other
alternative streams for drawing the water. Atlast, Devtoroni had to succumb to
the condition of the bird and accepted the proposal. He therefore drew water
and returned to Achu Sibrai and when enquired for his delay, Devtoroni had to
narrate the entire incident about the bird, the stream and the condition to marry
his sister Devlaxmi. Achu Sibrai pretended to be cured ofhis illness after drinking
the water, and then ordered Devtoroni to abide by his promise of marrying his
sister. Devlaxmi and Devtoroni were therefore given in marriage and had three
children namely Moinbroiha, Sengrakha and Khorgobi. Khorgobi married Kalingo
and had a child name Dormojoy. Moinbroiha and Sengrak had no children but
supported and provided help to the child of Khorgobi. Sengraka train him to be
a brave soldier. For instances, there are many legendary Reang personels like
Laimchakha, Thaiwaha, Raikchaoh and Raikshom who were equally strong and
brave. While Moinbroiha train him and his offspring the art ofreligious rituals.
For instances, there are famous Reang Aukchai (Priest) like Sung Thang Nung
Thang Aukchai, Na Phohla Aukchai, Likhirai Aukchai, Amaniya Aukchai and
Lungkati Duari (Female Priest).

There are various opinions regarding the Reang original homeland and
their migration.Fromthe perspective of their linguistic, ethnic and physical
features, the Reang are considered one of the mongoloid tribes whose origin is
somewhere in China. Grierson, while undertaking a linguistic survey of India,
made an interesting observation which stated that several tribal communities
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who speak the dialects of this sino-tibetan language, after leaving their original
seat on the upper courses of the Yangtse and the Hwang-ho in China spreads
and scattered in the northeastern region of India and the present day Chittagong
Hill Tracts. It is a well-known fact that the speakers ofthis Sino-Tibetan language
with its dialects spread to different lands as they moved. It is found that China,
Tibet, Myanmar, whole parts of northeastern India and Chittagong Hill Tracts
have a large concentration of the speakers of these linguistic groups. Hence,
both linguistically and ethnically, the Reangs are akin to the Tibeto-Burman tribes
ofNortheastern India and as suggested, the original homeland of the speakers of
Tibeto-Burman dialects of which the Reangs is a branch may be located in the
south-west of China near the headwaters of Yangtse and the Hwang-ho River.
The migration of the Reang took place a very long time from the area around
North-Western China between the Hwang-Ho and the Yangtse Kiang River.
They traveled into Shan state of Burma (Myanmar) and settled along the areas
between the Irrawady and the Chindwin River. The Reang moved from the area
near Chindwin River (now in Myanmar) and crossed Lushai hills to reach Maini
Tlang. Therefore, the early habitat of the Reang is the Maini Tlang area situated
at the Maini river source in the Khagrachari Hills District in Chittagong Hill
Tracts (now in Bangladesh).

A version oftheir movement to the present state ofTripura may be glenced
during the second phase of regime of Maharaja Govinda Manikya (1667-1673
A.D.) who was at the throne ofTripura kingdom. In 1660 A.D. Maharaja Govinda
Manikya took refuge at a Reang village in Chittagong. He left for Chittagong
due to his conflict with his brother Chatra Manikya (1662-1667 A.D.) who
enthroned him by the help of some Muslim soldiers. During the second phase of
regime of Maharaja Govinda Manikya, the Reangs owing to some internal feud
and vendetta in the land of the Riang Kaskau; eight Reang elders, namely
Yongsika, Paisika, Sondokha, Mondokha, Somsoha, Paimsoha, Tuilomha,
Tuikluhha and their entourage left their hearth and home and migrated through
Chittagong Hill Tracts to the state ofTripura centuries ago. They even broke the
sanctity of the river Gomati unknowingly where worship by the Maharaja was
going on at that time. The Maharaja of Tripura used to worship the Ganga Puja
with Salang Pam (A basket containing sacred knife, wool, plate, etc) in the river
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Gomati in the area around Udaipuris Phulkumari. Now the travelling Reang
elders not knowiing the auspiciousrtess of the Puja came downwards and broke
the purity of the l\/Iahara_.ja's ceremony. They were captured and put behind bars
to he sacriliced later on the occasion ofthe puja. The Reang cried over their ill
fate. though they were coming to seek the intervention of the Maharaja for a
justice against their tyrant ruler the Riang Kaskau but they were arrested by the
King himselfand are waiting for their fate. This news somehow reached Maharani
Gunoboti, who later got acquaintance with the Reangelders. The elders prayed
in front ofthe lvlaharani. who after persuading the Maharaja motivated to forgive
these elders oftheir crime. who later forgave them. Since then the Reang became
very obedient and loyal to the Maharani and throne ofTripura. It is said that the
l\=*laharani Gunoboti fed these elders with her breast milk in a pan ofbrass, which
is still intact with K10:--Do/£r(Rrri, The Reang Community Head and his Council
members). Wl’1lCl’l was gifted by the Maharani. The Maharani gifted many other
valuable things, which were carefully preserved by Reang till date. The Maharaja
also gave the Reangs the Sr:/ring Parr: (A basket containing sacred knife, wool,
plate. etc) with an assurance that they would perform the Ganga Puja only with
the Sulrmg Pam. The Srzfcmg Pam should be placed between the river Gomati
and Muhuri. with river Gomati facing the north and Muhuri on the south. These
assurances should be followed otherwise a famine would befall on the Kingdom
ofTripura. The l\/laharani also assured them that they will be together forever
until the rock comes our u/the water‘. comm drown in the water; a buflalo horn
be sIrr:fghlenen' am"! the river ll/[11/tt-H‘f dried z.-:10. In this way the Reang were
concentrated on the areas located between the river Gomati and Muhuri. Also to
look after the welfare of the Reang a Dolpoti (community leader) was felt
necessary. So Rm‘ (community head) was constituted among the Reang community
to facilitate the administration among the Reangs.

1.5 SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The tribal villages in India differ from one region to another and also from
one tribe to another taking into consideration factors such as the location, size,
types ofhouses. etc. Although. the availability of ample land for cultivation and
source ofvvater supply were the main important factor for the site consideration.
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The houses of the Reang community are constructed from locally available
materials and are rectangular houses on raised platforms. There is no any particular
lay-out of a Reang village. The selection of a site is associated with some rituals
and houses are built by means ofmutual exchange of labour. The Reang prefer to
live in a settlement which they exclusively form a hamlet of their own called that
(village). The village is generally named after a stream, rivulet or the village head.
The Reang villages are also generally located near a river valley or a stream. The
reason why the Reang used to select village site in low lying area is obviously due
to their fondness of river and stream from where they can easily procure fish,
crabs, snails etc. Also a settlement in a low place gives them a less tiresome task of
carrying ihum (slash and burn) cultivation products and collection of daily needs
like fire-wood, jungle fruits, roots and tubers.

\.

Their freqtterit migration caused fonnation ofsmall and new villages at various
places. Sometimes a new village is formed in the fhum (slash and burn) site which
however, consisted of a few families in the beginning and later on increased or
decreased depending upon the advantages or disadvantages of the site. Normally
the Reangs move to their kafring or ihum (slash and burn) cultivation temporary
hut immediately after finishing its construction, say during weeding season with all
their moveable properties and settle there temporarily. After harvest or sometime
later they go back to their house in the village. Generally, a family stays in their
kairirzg from weeding season till completion of the harvests.

1.5.1 Family and Kinship

The unit ofReang’s social organization is family. It is a patriarchal society
and the eldest male member is the head of the family. This family constitutes a
single economic unit and its members are mutually dependent on one another for
the production and consumption offood and other needs. The eldest male member
is the authoritarian head of the family. The primary function of the family is to
foster the spirit of integration in the social life of the members ofthe group. This
integration is achieved through care, work, loyalty to authority and observance
offamily usage.

The relation between the husband and wife is based on the feeling ofmutual
dependence. responsibility. love and trust. The family is integrated into the village
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by the headman (choudry). who wields authority in the village as the father in
the family. The Raf (community head) was earlier heading the social hierarchy
and political structure of all the Reangs. But there is no integrating and rallying
force left amongst the Reangs after the overthrow of Raiship in 1942-43.

The Reang social structure is also based on clan system. There are a number
of kin groups among the Reangs known as panji (clan), who are of patrilineal
lineage. There are twelve clans and the structures are divided into two segments
under molsoi and meska. The names ofthe clans are molsoi, ms-"ha, apero, tuimui,
rtmmayakc/10, chrmgpreng, meska, chorkhi, raikchaoh, wairem, nouhkham and
yakstam. The sandai (lineage) plays a vital role in the kinship pattem ofbehaviour.
The sander‘ is a homogenous and patriarchal group. Therefore, the Reang kinship
system embodies the concept ofscmdai along with houchu (aflines). The sandai
encompasses the person of the father’s agnatic lineage group comprising of the
two ascending and descending generations. It includes collaterals like a man’s
father‘s father and father’s brother, their children and their grandchildren. The
sander‘ must also be of the same clan. The hozichu classification of relatives
includes some relatives on the father’s side and most’ of the relatives on the
mother's side. The houclm may be of the same or a different clan. The kinship
system among the Reang is therefore an extended fonn of family based on the
principles of patrilocal residence.‘ The family property in term of inheritance
passes through the males and remains confined among the sandal‘ who are
exclusively of male geneology. In the event of a man having no male heir, the
scmdai can bequeath a share of the property to a married daughter living
permanently in the family. On widowhood, a woman is entitled to a small share
ofher deseased husband’s family property under the care ofthe sandai and does
not remany. The core of the srmdai relationship is the ancestral kin form which
arises out of the extended family relations. There is a flexibility of family and
kinship structure among the Reang community. They believed in the principle of
adoption by means of scmdm' hcrhrinzo rite (social inclusion of clan) and by
performance of srmgrongma rite (worship of female deity for overall village
welfare). But in the event of such adoption, the adopted son loses all socio-
ceremonial ties with his biological parents.
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1 .5.2 Marriage

Marriage as a social institution is an arrangement that enables persons to
live together and co-operate with one another in an orderly social life and
institutionalized relationship. It is essentially a re-arrangement ofsocial structure.
It is a moment of continuing social process regulated by custom which is
institutionalized. Marriage is solemnised as a bond of family tie.

The marriage system of the Reang society has been perpetuated by keeping
a strict traditional legal system. The pouring of sacred water on the forehead of
the groom is the system in the marriage ceremony ofthe society. The peculiarity
ofthe Reang marriage is that only the groom is required to be present and he will
be administered or blessed by the priest by pouring of the sacred water on the
forehead from the bamboo pipe. Whilst all this ceremony takes place, the bride
remain absent except her hand woven rsha (traditional upper garment of the
women) where the groom has to sit.

It is often believed that a boy or girl become much more glamorous after
applying the lairima than (oil ofglamour supplied by Goddess ofLairma). During
such marriageable age, the parents are always on a look out for a perfect match
for their son or daughter. Friends, relatives, elderly person of the village and
goreinda (match-maker) are requested to find out suitable match. While making
the selection, bride‘s and groom’s health, beauty, skillfulness to weave clothes.
bamboo works and hereditary diseases are taken into consideration. Marriages
involving close relatives or between persons belonging to the same lineage of
the father or the mother are strictly prohibited.

In arranged marriage. the parents ofthe groom would go to the prospective
bride’s house carrying four bottles of locally home brewed rice wine. Before
proceeding to the bride’s house, the groom parents have to confirm their
counterpart’s willingness for the suit through gareinda (match-maker) sources.
Thereafter, andra khutoimo (date for marriage is fixed) is performed. Wakhar
kaimo or putting of a symbol of ownership or a signal of engagement is held
before the andra khutoimo (dates for marriage is fixed).

Marriage always takes place at mid-night or at dawn. At the outskirts of
the groom’s village, a ritual called lampra or taotoi taingkhaomung (breaking of
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egg) is performed for the safe journey of the groom by the aukchai (traditional
priest). A mild obstruction is created by the youth ofthe bride’s village by closing
the gate ofthe bride’s house where the ceremony is to be held. This was done so as
to collect some gifts preferably money for taking away the girl to another village.

After srmglaimo (social marriage through ceremonial negotiation), andra
kharoimo chamo (dates for marriage is fixed) and suikhemo (marriage feast)
ceremony, rejection of the proposal by the guardians of the bride is regarded as
a breach of contract. Monogamy is the most prevelent type of marriage. But,
polygamy is also permissible in the society.

1.6 RELIGION AND REANG SOCIETY

The Reang follow their religious practices and usages or what is known as
‘primal religion‘ for ages. In primitive and traditional societies, religion was all
pervasive in the sense that religion ordained everything from birth to death. The
term ‘primal’ is used for referring to the people who practice their original or
traditional religion with their belief systems. The religious system is in essence
family religion. The Reang have a belief on the malevolent (buraha, longdrai,
etc.) and the benevolent (songrongma, mailuhma, khulahma, etc.), spirits (phola),
animatism (attribution of life to physical objects), animism (beliefon the natural
objects), beliefs in dreams/divinations and polytheism. But the faith and belief
that the majority professes is animism. The beliefofnature worship or animism
is probably one of man's oldest beliefs.

Traditionally, the Reang religions are historically evolved. The Reang have
been loosely described as animists having their own belief in spirits. In general,
they see their world filled with various invisible spirits often called phola. In
addition to belief in spirits, the Reangs believe in taboos on many objects or
practices. The worship of the supernatural beings is supposed to protect them
from all evils and calamities. Of all the deities, achu sibrai, when he becomes
dead drunk, is reincarnated as buraha, the dreaded god ofdestruction. The Reangs
believe that good and evil pervade the world. The idea of rahau (sacredness)
and haia (profanation) are also well developed among the Reangs. Sacredness
comes out of performance ofprescribed rituals, cleanliness and sanctification.
Cotton is also considered sacred and is used in almost all rituals. Eating without
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taking a bath is considered profane. It is believed that some specified deities and
evil spirits are to be regularly appeased, failure ofwhich may cause diseases, etc.
For any disease, medicine is prescribed by the boido (physician), but it cannot be
warded ofi°by medicine alone; rituals have to be p6l'f0l'ITl€Cl by the aukchai (priest).
Rituals can be classified as those performed by the individual family, members of
the clan and community and the community chief. They aim at achieving economic,
social and personal security for the person who performs it. These rituals comprise
oral invocation, offerings, divination and sacrifice.

The village priest (aukchai) offers sacrifice on behalf of the family or the
village in general by performing therequired rituals. Family worship is offered
to the deities on any festive and public occasion like boist. basi (annual community
welfare rituals), para kermo (village welfare ritual), kati chamo (family welfare
ritual). The Reang religion as observed is both a family and community matter.
However, the Reang do not have any specific pl'.~.J6 used as shrine or holy places
meant for individuals or any congregational v orship. Thus, Reang religion has
reinforced family and social unity to which all the individual members belong.
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1.7 Cultural Spectrum

Tripura has traditionally been the home of different cultures and people.
Tripura encloses a rich cultural heritage of songs, dance and music. Due to its
numerous and diverse ethno-linguistic groups, a composite culture has emerged
on the whole in Tripura. The tribal culture and their traditions and practices
pervade almost all of the aspects in the society. The distinctiveness ofthe tribes
lays in their rituals, cultures, beliefs and above all the harmony in which they
survive in unison with nature. The diversity of culture across tribal groups is
reflected in the diversity of songs, music, instruments and techniques. The Reang
(Bru) community has a rich and vibrant material culture. Their custom depicts
theirbeliefin simplicity. i '
1.7.1 Dress and Ornaments

Simplicity and plainness are the twin characteristics ofthe dress ofthe the
Reang (Bru) community. Traditionally, the men wear a hand woven loin cloth
and a piece ofhand woven cloth ‘kutai ritrauh ' as a wrapper for upper portion.
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The women wear a long cloth called gig, a wraparound; from the waist to
down to the knees. A rsa, covering the chest, and rikatouh for covering the
whole upper half of the body. These are woven by the Reang (Bru) women,
which are colourful and very beautiful. The Reang (Bru) women are very fond
of personal decoration and take much care for their makeup and hair-do. They
love omaments, flowers, and cosmetics. §iL._{§r omaments especially the necklace
ofsilver coins ‘Rcmgbauh ’ have a pride ofplace and status. Some ofthe important
ornaments that the Reang (Bru) maiden adorns are Sangai (For Hair), Srang
(For Hair), Wareigh (For Hair), Wokhom (For Ear), Nabak (For Ear), Lukoigh
(For Neck), Kcmthi ( For hand). Rangbak sammg (For Neck), Tar ( For hand),
Tro (For hand), Mathia (For I-land-Male) and Bengi (For Leg).

1.7.2 Folk Songs, Music and Dance

Music plays a major role in Reang (Bru) society and is intimately linked
with a person’s ancestry. It is traditionally connected with important events such
as the bringing of rain, healing, harvesting, etc. Reang (Bru) music is learnt and
carried on to later generations by performing it. It is not seen as fixed but rather
is something that is varied or built upon in successive performances. There is
usually a large number ofparticipants and is performed cornmunally. Narrative
verse looms large in the traditional music of Reang (Bru) cultures. This
encompasses such forms which were meant originally for oral performance,
sometimes accompanied by instruments. Hymns and other fonns of religious
music are often of traditional origin. Work songs frequently feature on call and
response structures, and are designed to enable the laborers who sing them to
coordinate their efforts in accordance with the rhythms of the songs. They are
frequently, but not invariably, composed.

Music has been an integral part of the Reang (Bru) lifestyle. Some of the
aboriginal instruments. developed in Tripura and with respect to Reang (Bru)
commtmity are Dandu (Musical instrument _p1ayed by mouth), Wathop (bamboo
musical instrument), Srenda (violen), Kham (Drum), Chongpreng (Guitar), and
Krumu (Flute). Be it the occasion ofmarriage, religious ceremony or other festival,
songs and music are sung and played to commemorate each event among the
community. Dance has also been a vital constituent ofthe Reang (Bru) way of life.
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The different varieties and style ofdance forms like Dailo, Hodaigri or Menpati,
Goroio. Taoktuma, etc are exclusive to one or the other occasions.

Therefore, music and dance is a vital part ofthe Reang’s culture. Folk songs,
dance and music are a composite whole which is one ofthe dominant characteristics
of Reang culturae. The wide variety of folk dance, songs and music has its own
social importance. The folk tune conveys the feelings and sentiments oftheir lives
and thoughts, their activities and achievements, their morals and discipline.

The Reangs have retained the rich and varied heritage ofdance and music
forming integral part of their festivals and rituals. Reang dances have some
accompaniments by means of which the rhythm is maintained. This consists of
clapping of hands or beating ofdrums or an orchestra of different instruments.
Every dance is accompanied by a song which is sung by the performers. Both
men and women, young and old dance and invariably sing but the accompanying
orchestra or music is usually provided by the male members. Reang dance is
characterized not only by its originality and spontaneity but also for its wide
range of body movements. They put on colourful traditional costume during
performance. They dance on various occasion and festivals celebrated by them
be it during the harvesting season or during a religious rituals. Their dance depicts
the socio-economic activities that are followed and practiced by them. Hunting,
fishing, clearing offhum field, planting, weeding, harvesting, husking, offering
sacrifice, etc. are more vividly represented in dance form. The Reang generally
dance in groups and their dance accompanied by the beats ofdrum and flute are
rhythmic and exciting.

1.7.3 Boisu

Boise is an important annual festival of the Reang community usually
celebrated on 13"‘ and 14"‘ April of every year. It is an important occasion where
there is a family get together, where youngsters greet elderly people with gifts in
order to get blessings from them. An offer ofsacrifices is made to deity mainouhma
(goddess ofpaddy). The entire village community would enjoy boisu celebration
with feasting and drinking locally brewed rice wine (arag). The popular ritualistic
dances associated with boisu are the goroia dance and taotui khangmo. This
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ritualistic dance is usually celebrated during the first week ofApril followed by a
grand feast. Spear (keda) is wrapped by a piece ofcloth, and ‘located in the middle
ofthe ground. The priest (aukchai) then sacrifices a fowl and determines the nature
ofthe welfare ofthe village and the villagers by observing the intestine ofthe fowl.
They also placed near the poles some bottle of locally brewed rice wines, cotton,
rice, etc. After the rituals, the dancer danced to the beat ofthe drum and flute. The
dancer would have to be dancing almost non-stop for seven days without sleep or
rest. Another peculiarity of the Reang goroia is that any person who volunteered
as a dancer/participant cannot leave the rituals mid-way. It was believed that if he
leaves the groups then some untoward incident is sure to happen to him or his
family members. There is also a beliefthat any participant who has participated for
the first time in the rituals/dance would have to participate consecutively for at
least two years without any break. The most important belief is that ifany person
participates in the goroia rituals/dance then all his problems will be over and be
blessed with rich harvest. The blessing would be much more if a participant
participates for the entire duration of three years consecutively. The goroia dance
then ends on the seventh day i.e., on the day ofboisu (1 3*“ April). In the following
table the various stages ofgoroia dance is mentioned:
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1.7.4 Tao Toi Khangmo

Tao T01‘ Khcmgmo (collection of eggs) is another popular dance form
associated with the Reang community. It is usually performed before the
cccasion of boisu. The children are the main attraction of this dance forms as

exhibits their dance skill and in return they are provided with eggs and
other food stuff. In fact, the entire day belongs to the children.

Buisu celebration is a socio-cultural festive celebration bounded by and
overwhelmed with religious elements ofsacrifice.

1.7.5 Hodaigri

The most important and popular dance of the Reangs is the hodaigri
dance. The hodaigri dance is usually performed on the occasion ofmaikhltmgmo
re. worship of Goddess of paddy and cotton especially during the month of
September-October after the successful completion of ihum (shifting
cultivation) harvesting. Maikhlungmo consist of four varieties viz. mainokma _
»goddess of paddy), khzmokma (goddess of cotton), maiktama (goddess of
new food grains) and maikchamma (goddess of old food grains). On the
particular day of the worship, tie. in the morning, three fowls would be
sacrificed. Some well-to-do families like the choudry (village head) even
sacrifice pig and buffalo, wherein all the villagers would be invited for the
feast. The feast would continue throughout the day and as night approaches
the hodaigri dance would be performed. The dance continues throughout the
night. It is believed that the dance originated on the occasion of the
maikhlungmo ritual as to receive blessing from the mother goddess. Hodaigri
basically indicates the ‘night of the feast’. All the villagers would enjoy awning
that (a rice cake wrap with plaintain leaves) and drink arag (locally brewed
rice wine).

In a hodaigri dance, the Reang maiden would expose their dance expertise
and skills of various techniques. The dancers would start dancing by standing
on the pitcher and by balancing the plate and simultaneously balancing a round
shaped bamboo tray in their hands and also keeping the locally home brewed
rice beer bottle attached with a burning lamp on top of their head. They would
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dance simultaneously moving their body in a harmonious rhythm to the beats
ofmusical instruments like drum, flute and folk songs. Hodaigri is also known
by other names like medal msamung and menpati.

In order to preserve the tradition, the first state level hodaigri festival
was organized in 1993 at Gachhirampara village under Kanchanpur sub-division
in north Tripura district. Since then the festival is being organized at different
places of Tripura by the Bru Socio-Cultural Organisation (BSCO), a Non-
Governmental Organization of the Reang community in collaboration with
different governmental departments and TTAADC.
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OBJECTIVES, DATA BASE AND
METHODOLOGY
 

2.1 Objective of the Study

The purpose ofthe study is to evaluate the social dimensions and perceived
positive and adverse impacts of the project on the Reangs. Social assessment is
a participatory process that helps in integrating social information about a certain
groups. It helps make the project responsive to social development concerns,
including seeking to enhance benefits for poor and vulnerable people while
minimizing or mitigating risk and adverse impacts. The proposed study on the
Reang is to aim at highlighting their socio-economic conditions and change. It
also intends to critically examine and assess the impact ofvarious governments’
developmental programmes on the Reang society in particular; and to suggest
various ways and means for improving the socio-economic condition ofReangs
and empower them.

2.2 Methodology

The study is carefitlly planned and a logical work methodology is developed.
This methodology aims to provide a comprehensive profile for the study site and
develop criteria for socio-economic assessment. As the number of potential
impacts in a study site is usually large, socio-economic impacts is scoped to
focus on the most important impacts, both direct, and ‘indirect. The
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implementations of the socio-economic study also involve a number of field
work activities. which include field surveys to acquire data and information from
primary sources. Depending upon the objective ofthe field survey. the techniques
ofdata collection is determined. Generally. as there is a wide range of techniques
for data and information collection from primary sources including personal
interview, telephone interview, etc. The ultimate objective is not only to obtain
the required data and information but also to get them involved in the assessment
process. Thus the objectives of the field survey are clearly identified, which is
the first step ofconducting a successful field survey. The form ofsurvey conducted
depends upon direct interviews with the people in order to ensure high rate of
response. It also helps to ensure the seriousness of the answers given by the
interviewees. Also, as a result of impossibility of investigating all population,
sampling method is used to acquire data and information to save time and effort.
Three specific Methods are used to identify and survey the locally available
physical infrastructure: '

1. Walk over Survey: The Walk over Survey consists of the experts criss-
crossing the whole impact area noting carefully various features pertaining
to the topic based on the research project.

2. Resource Mapping: While availability ofnatural resources is identified
in the walk over survey s. the resource mapping on the other hand
concentrates on identifying other existing resources andtheir adequacy
in the affected settlements. Resource Mapping is a method for collecting
and plotting information on the occurrence, distribution, access and use
of resources, etc. within the economic and cultural domain of the specific
Reang community.

3. Focused Group Discussion: Focused group discussions in the surveyed
villages on issues of local facilities existing in the villages also reveal
relevant points of information.

As very little information is available on the Reang, a Primitive Tribal
Group (PTG) ofTripura. field survey/visits was the main source of information.
Information about Reangs was also obtained by gathering documents from the
Tripura Rehabilitation and Plantation and Primitive Tribal Group (TRP & PTG)
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Department, Government ofTripura at the start ofthe study. This study is based
tnan independent field investigation employing mainly techniques ofparticipant ’s
obwrvation, interviews and case studies by staying along with them. To know
may important aspects of the social organization of Reangs, these techniques
were found to be more suitable. Genealogical method was used for collecting
an on descent and alliance. Out of the fifty eight Developmental Blocks in
Tripura, twenty-nine Reangs inhabited Blocks were selected whereby 189 Reang
inhabited village councils/gram panchayats in each Block hamlets was randomly
identified and survey conducted

The proposed study is also primarily based on the available primary and
field based comparative study. The available sources from Tripura Rehabilitation
and Plantation and Primitive Tribal Group (TRP & PTG) Department,
Government of Tripura was also consulted and utilized to make the study a
tueaningfitl one.

2.3 Coverage and Sample Frame

The total sample size ofthe survey covered during the study is 189 Reang
inhabited village councils/gram panchayats covering 28 out of 58 rural
developmental blocks from 6 out of 8 districts of Tripura. Focused group
fiscussion was also organized in all the Reang inhabited districts with the village
community heads (choudry). The detailed break up ofsample coverage is given
in the below Table: (Attached in annexure-I)

2.4 Expected Output

' The present research project seeks to explore various alternative views
with reference to the developmental issues on the most Vulnerable Primitive
Tribal Groups of Tripura (PTGs) i.e., the Reang community of Tripura. It will
identify the Reangs problems regarding their daily livelihood ‘and their unison
with other society. The research project also expects to answer all major socio-
cnonomic hindrances befalling the Reangs ofTripura. The study will thus be an
llempt to redress major questions pertaining to the Reangs ofTripura as being
me of the most Vulnerable Primitive Tribal Groups of India (PTGs).
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2.5 Limitations
' The research report is prepared on the basis of information provided by

the various stakeholders to the team members.
' The report is written on the basis of visit to the sampled locations and

interaction with sampled beneficiaries.
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SALIENT ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND/ PROFILE OF

THE REANGS
 

3.] Salient economic profile of the Reang families

Tripura with variety of eco system presents a varied tribal population
throughout the length and breadth. Article 46 of the Constitution of India lays
down that the state shall promote with special care the educational and economic
interests of the weaker sections of the people and in particular of the scheduled
tribes and shall protect them from social injustice and all forms ofexploitation.
ln pursuance to the above mandate the rapid socio economic development of
schedules tribes (STs) has been a matter of concern of the govermnent since
Independence. As many as 697 tribes (with many overlapping types in more than
one state) live in isolated forest and hilly regions of the country accounted to
84.51 million, constituting 8.14 percent of the total population of the country.
Their peculiar socio-cultural systems and the secluded life which they lived for
several centuries with minimal change in their life style made them a distinctive
segment ofthe population and to remain outside the mainstream ofnational life.
A number of legal and administrative steps are being taken from to time to time
for achieving the objective ofequality for all as envisaged in the constitution and
protect the community from all possible exploitations.

The economy ofTripura is characterized by high rate ofpoverty, low per-
eapita income, low capital formation. in- adequate infrastructure facilities,
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geographical isolation and communication bottleneck, inadequate exploitation
and use offorest and mineral resources, low progress in industrial field and high
unemployment problem.

The economy ofTripura is agrarian. More than 50 percent of the population
depends on agriculture for livelihood and contribution of agriculture and allied
activities to the Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) is 23 percent. The land
available for cultivation is relatively restricted. Terrain and forest cover are such
that only 27 percent of geographical area is cultivable.

3.2 Economy of the Reang Community

The economy ofthe Reang community is also equally distinctive since it is
closed and undifferentiated characterized by adoption ofprimitive technology in
economic pursuits. They earn their livelihood by undertaking many occupations
such as forestry and food gathering, shifting cultivation, settled agriculture and
industrial labor. There is substantial gap in the level ofdevelopment between the
scheduled tribes and the rest of the population. The work force among the
scheduled tribes constituted majority of the total tribal population comprising
mostly marginal and small farmers. Handicrafts and handlooms are also part of
their activities forming their main occupation inherited from their forefathers.

The salient features of the Reang economy are mentioned below:

1. Simple Technology: The tools and implements used by the Reang are
very few, crude and simple. Spade. sickle and axe are the principle
elements.

2. Dependence of Forest: Their economy evolved round the forest where
they reside. They obtain vegetables, roots, fruits, flowers, birds, animals,
fire-wood materials for building, waving and preparing baskets, cage,
traps. etc. from the forest.

- 3. Domestic mode of consumption: Family is the unit of production and
consumption. For certain parts ofeconomy, the system ofcollective and
co-operative endeavour is however, well developed.

4. Little Specialization: Every grown-up male knows the use of tools and
the techniques necessary for hunting, fishing, basketry and shifting
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cultivation. All grown-up female knows the art of cooking, weaving,
shifting cultivation and gathering fruits and vegetables. They have not
yet developed specialization in any trade.

5. Production and Distribution: This involves little profit motives. The
surplus is disposed by means of feasts, worships, gifts and hospitality. I
Untill recently they had no idea that land could be property. It should
not, however be thought that their economy is absolutely static and they
are conservative and reluctant to take efficient technology. They have
shifted to a great extent from ancient mode of economy. Most of them
are conversant with the present day system of exchange. Emergence of
some new economic typologues among them like labourertype and white-
collar job type is quite evident. Dependence on forest is waning while
that on agriculture is waxing. They are getting used to plough cultivation
although their economy has not changed from the old primitive mode of
production.

The economy ofthe Reangs is basically based on forest and it’s surrounding
Re food gathering, animals domestication, basketry and weaving. All the principle
needs and requirement are found in the forest. Their principle mode ofproduction
'5 based on ihum (slash and burn) cultivation. Shifting cultivation (fhum) or
kit and burn method ofcultivation has been their traditional means oflivelihood
dthe source ofrevenue. Food gathering from the forest has been the mode of
Fe-agricultural form of economy especially during the lean season of the year.
Umally the women in small group or even individually collect bananas, bamboo
she-ots._fruits, wild leaves. etc. for domestic use as well as for sale in markets.
Iky generally use bow and arrow and other means of traps to hunt and traps
fimals and fish. Fishing was a highly organized activity among the Reang
annuity. Organised fishing is done by using nets and traps ofvarious designeds.
Tine is no any particular division of labour but every family pursues every

to defray livelihood. Their economy is therefore self-subsistent.

The tools and implements used by the Reang are very few, crude and
ids: like spade, sickle and axe. The basis of labour organization in the Reang
Qzi-ty was the system of mobilization and corporate use of entire working
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surplus is disposed by means of feasts, worships, gifts and hospitality.
Untill recently they had no idea that land could be property. It should
not, however be thought that their economy is absolutely static and they
are conservative and reluctant to take efficient technology. They have
shifted to a great extent from ancient mode of economy. Most of them
are conversant with the present day system of exchange. Emergence of
some new economic typologues among them like labourer type and white-
collar job type is quite evident. Dependence on forest is waning while
that on agriculture is waxing. They are getting used to plough cultivation
although their economy has not changed from the old primitive mode of
production.

The economy ofthe Reangs is basically based on forest and it’s surrounding
lie food gathering, animals domestication, basketry and weaving. All the principle
needs and requirement are found in the forest. Their principle mode ofproduction
is based on {hum (slash and burn) cultivation. Shifting cultivation (jhum) or
bash and burn method ofcultivation has been their traditional means of livelihood
III the source of revenue. Food gathering from the forest has been the mode of
pe-agricultural form of economy especially during the lean season of the year.
L-‘sully the women in small group or even individually collect bananas, bamboo
@ots._fruits. wild leaves, etc. for domestic use as well as for sale in markets.
Thy generally use bow and arrow and other means of traps to hunt and traps
imls and fish. Fishing was a highly organized activity among the Reang
nlllnunity. Organised fishing is done by using nets and traps ofvarious designeds.
The is no any particular division of labour but every family pursues every

to defray livelihood. Their economy is therefore self-subsistent.

The tools and implements used by the Reang are very few, crude and
je like spade, sickle and axe. The basis of labour organization in the Reang
Qicty was the system of mobilization and corporate use of entire working
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population of different ages based on age-group system on reciprocal basis.
They work through the reciprocal basis in everybody’s field either for helping
the agricultural operation or other activities such as house construction, etc.
The system of labour is based on egalitarianism.

Forest is one of the sources of livelihood of the Reang. They obtain
vegetables, roots, fruits, flowers, birds, animals, firewood’s, etc from the forest.
It is supplemented by food production and domestication ofanimals and birds.
Hunting of animals and birds apart from being economic activity is also a sport
that includes tracking, snaring, trapping and shooting. The Reang participate in
hunting individually or in small groups. Hunting and agriculture may be the main
source of livelihood of the Reangs. However, it does not provide full sustenance
and most of them depend on the nature of food availability in the region.

Family is the unit ofproduction and consumption and there also exist the
system of collective and cooperative endeavour. In the past, the Reangs were
not accustomed to domestication of animals and birds. Their dependence on
ihum (slash and burn) cultivation did not feel the necessity ofany cattle. But the
transition from {hum (slash and burn) to settled (plough) cultivation paved the
way for domestication ofanimals and birds among the Reang society. .

The economy ofthe Reang is absolutely static and people are conservative
and reluctant to take eflicient technology. Later, there emerge some new economic
typologies like labour type and white-collar job. Dependence on forest is waning
while that on agriculture is gaining. They are also getting used to the plough
system of cultivation. The food production activities of the Reang center on
ihum (slash and burn) cultivation. In Tripura, the Reangs who practice such
ihum (slash and burn) cultivation in the remotest areas have been identified as
the ‘primitive group tribe’. The Reangs are laborious and hardworking people.
They are purely agriculturalist and practiced the jhum (slash and burn) cultivation.
Their competence and efficiency in various ihum (slash and burn) works is
remarkably high. Jhum (slash and burn) cultivation was the only means of
subsistence of the -Reang. A large number of tribals in the North-East India also
practiced the {hum (slash and burn) system ofcultivation. In this cultivation, the
area to be cultivated is selected by the villagers or clan authorities and then it is
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—:nl1ivitdd for a number ofyears to enable the land to re-gain the fertility.
all {hum (slash and burn) cycle in most cases used to be four to five years.
ti, a piece offorest land ls selected for cultivation. Jhum involves ardous

umparatively hard labour practiced by means ofmutual joint activity.

Jun (slash and burn) cultivation has been an important phenomenon in
1ofthe trlbals since centuries. In terms ofselection ofjhum land, a village

eurmnlttee is usually formed by the villagers for the purpose of selection
vlment ofthe land to the individual families. Jhum cultivation is generally
out on the Government khas land, reserve forest or protected forests.

Qand women participate in the ihum agrarian operation. Major activity
I cultivation like selection of land, cutting and clearing of forest patch,
ofwoods, clearing of the debris, sowing, weeding and harvesting are

eommunally. An individual never owns a ihum land and therefore
ment of labour is free. It is customary on the parts ofthe Reang to arrange

Imm of operators before the start of the actual jhum process. They have
tition ofemployment of labour on mutual aid basis who are not hired on
5 ofpayment. The villages ofthe Reang are usually located on the hillocks‘
md areas having patch of forests. The household is widely spaced and

‘between region covered with wildly grown vegetation. The site for jhum
lion is generally located outside the village though a village does not have
boundary as the /hum field shift every year. .

‘I1: area of land used per crop is also not fixed and seeds of diflerent
re mixed and sown simultaneously. The selection ofthejhum site is usually

king the month of September-November. While selecting, the type of
is as important factor. So, preference is usually given to the thickly grown

md also a type of land that has bamboo plantation. An ideal regeneration
cycle usually takes ten to twelve years but because ofthe non availability

E ihum land, the normal practice of cultivation is done after a gap of
Ifiveyws. The jhum site after its selection (huknaimo) is confirmed by

the symbol of ownership with the help of an engraved bamboo
uimo) at the entrance of the main passage. This is done to avoid
|g another cultivator. This is followed by clearing of the forest

4 1
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(hukhaomo) by means of dao or rakkaf (dagger). The clearing operations are
performed on socialistic principles for a number of days on mutual aid basis.
Thus, everyone works on everybody’s land. Each labourer works in a particular
field by means of rotation; and at one day he employs a person who was his
onetime master in a different land.

The clearing operation of the forest ends by mid-February wherein the
felled trees and bushes are allowed to dry for about two month. A ritual is usually
performed by a priest (Aukchai) at the site of the cultivation before burning the
dried woods and bushes. During the month ofMarch-April, the dried woods and
bushes are set on fire that is reduced to ashes. The soil also gets burnt to about
one feet depth. It may however be noted that large and useful trees are neither
felled nor put to fire, but are allowed to remain in situ. These standing trees also
acts as a boundary marks between the adjacent individually owned jhum lands. A
temporary hut (kaireng) is erected in the midst ofthe area under ihum cultivation
to keep a vigil against wild animals. There is a short interval between the phases
of burning the forest and sowing the seeds. At the onset of first monsoon the
ashes and charred parts ofthe woods are cleared and the soil are made ready for
tilting called hukkhumo wherein different varieties of crops and vegetables are
sown. Weeding is done thrice during the entire duration ofthe jhum cultivation;
starting from the month of May upto the month of August. The harvesting is
usually done starting from the end-month ofAugust upto October.

The process of jhum is labour intensive with the involvement of low
technology. Despite its decrease in yield over the year, its economic non-viability
and serious repercussion on soil erosion, deforestation, drying ofwater sources;
the persistence of this system has been on account of large number of factors
besides social, religious, cultural and traditional value system. Compatibility with
the physical factors in which tribal community resides such as general habitation,
steep and undulating topography. Community land tenure systems, lack of
infrastructure facilities, remoteness and isolation have been significant in
continuance of the practice of /‘hum. Therefore, the process of ihum cultivation
reflects an arena of economic pursuit among the Reang community.

A majority of the tribals, irrespective of their occupation is living below
42
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hpuverty line. Their poverty levels are reflected in their low levels of incomes
flexpenditures as well as their standard of living. Lack of basic facilities and
iructure along with secluded life cut off from the rest ofthe country further
ierize the tribal life in the country. Tribal have been producing different
Qicrafis both utilitarian and decorative over centuries. Tribal economy in the
i’days was a barter system through mutual help. Lending, if any, between
inn members of the community is also governed by customs and interest
Inot been applied. Thus self sufficient economy of the tribal does not have
iltial surpluses to warrant establishment ofregular markets nor knew their
jialities for their handicrafts. Slowly market economies began to appear
III religious festivals and demands for new items started increasing. This
1 to weekly market. Traders or middlemen came on the scene and slowly
i tribal artisans who display their skill, acquired through tradition, used to
I their products to these traders or middleman, unfortunately these artisans
Ibeing exploited and are paid paluy amounts. Even these systems are getting
_bd due to poor marketing facility and are unable to with stand competition
1mnufacturing industries.

time and, manyof them have become a large body of landless agriculture
. Their pride place in traditional craftsmanship which provided an outlet

khmate artistic talents by manifesting itself in full range ofvariegated shapes
E mil designs is at present in the state of total disarray. They gradually are
Ifmtowards extinction and the official help to market them is tardy.

Studies have shown that there is continuous depletion of their numbers‘I . .

I

incidence ofmigration ofactive population the diversification ofeconomy
mbsistence to commercialized production offarm and non farm products

I recognized among themost important alternative options and a necessary
. But the scope for large scale diversification of economic activities is

__ In order to overcome the problems of unemployment and poverty and a

1 _
H I . . . .

&
xdy limited because of a number of factors. '
- I-

xconomical and unproductive They use traditional technologies for
' ' watering, input and harvesting. Reangs do not want diversi their

' Rmrigs economy is predominantly agriculture. However, their land holdings

twice. fy
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crops even thoughthere is some scope due to inertia, lack of knowledge @
input constraints.A significant proportion ofhouseholds report about the migrari-m
ofsomemembers for livelihood especially male members due tojob opporlunitia.
poor recovery ofharvests and poor economic conditions of the family memberst

Government has launched some poverty alleviationprogrammes which
providedjob opportunities in the rural areas. The wage employment progmriime
shave been initiated in the tribal concentrated areas to provide employment to
tribal households. However such programmes have not been effectively made a
dent on iural poverty. This was due to lack of skills, educational and technical
know-how.
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3.3 Government Initiatives
Recognizing the special needs and problems oftribal several development

measures were initiated under five year plans. The Five Year Plans of the
Government, of India laid stress on thevarious development measures to be
undertaken by the Central and the State Governments toimprove the living
standard of the tribal and make an effort to bring them on par with theother
developed societies in the country.
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The First Five Year Plan of India (1951-56) did not attempt to establish
long range development programmes for the tribals, but concentrated more on
the immediate problems that had to be solved. In the First Plan, the Union Govt.
had allocated Rs. 12 crores and the various State Governments had provided
another Rs. 11 crores for tribal development programmes. In this plan, much
emphasis was laid on education, economic upliftment, and development of
communication systems and provision ofmedical and housing facilities.

A variety of development programmes in the tribal area were initiated
during the Second Five Year Plan 1956-61. The total amount allocated in the
Second Plan for the welfare of the tribal people was to the tune ofRs. 45 crores.
Under the sphere of economic upliftment of the tribal, schemes such as land
settlement, land reclamation, distribution ofseed and setting up ofdemonstration
farms, establishment of service cooperatives and forest cooperatives and
improvement ofcommunication facilities were broadly undertaken.

The Third Five year plan (1961-66) undertook the policy ofestablishing
Tribal Development Blocks on a very large scale. These blocks were set up in
all the tribal areas for their development in an integrated manner. These blocks
focused as the development of certain core sectors like agriculture, education
health, communication, cottage industries and so on. These economic upliftment
programmes gave priority to the economic rehabilitation ofpersons engaged in
shifting cultivation, working of forests through cooperatives consisting
ofmembers of Scheduled Tribes and formulating Multi-purpose Cooperatives
for meeting thecredit requirements of tribal agriculturists and artisans for
marketing their products.

During the Fourth Five year Plan, six pilot projects for tribal development
wider the name ofTribal Development Agencies were undertaken in the Central
Sector in a few tribal areas located in certain states. The total outlay for these
pojects under the Fourth Plan (1969-74) was to the tune of Rs. 12 crores.

In the Fifth Five year Plan (1974-78) for the first time, a strategy of
eamarking funds for the development ofspecific areas ofconcentration oftribal
population was evolved. A land mark phase by adopting a new strategy for tribal
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development. The instrument ofTribal Sub-planswas developed to ensure flow
of benefits from all sectoralprogrammes and to provide integrated delivery of
services in the tribal areas. In the tribal sub-plan areas an outlay to the tune of
Rs.644 crores from State plans (including Rs.120 crores of Special Central
Assistance) was made in the Fifth Plan.

The major objective of the Sixth Five-year Plan (1980-85) are to eradicate
poverty and to; mobilize all latent energies for the creation of a more dynamic
and more equitable society.The main thrust of the policy for the development
ofscheduled tribes during the Sixth Planis four-fold, namely (i) integration of
services at the delivery point to the beneficiary with a view to develop self-
reliance in him; (ii) development of services from the bottom-upward instead
of top-downwards; (iii) development of skills to diversify the occupations;
and (iv) introduction of latest technology based on local materials and local
skills to reduce drudgery of workers and also to remove the social stigma
attached to their present profession.

Under the sixths and seventh plans there were substantial increases in
the flow of funds for the development of STs resulting in the expansion of
infrastructure facilities and enlargement of coverage. In addition two national
level organizations were set up such as Tribal Cooperative Marketing
Development Federation (TRIFED) and National Scheduled Casteand Tribe
Financial and Development Corporation (NSCTFDC).Flow of funds rose to
5535 crores in the Sixth plan to Rs 10500 crores in the Seventh plan.

In the Eighth Plan efforts were intensified to bridge the gap between the
levels of development of STs and other sections of the society and Rs 15800
crores were made available during the plan period.

The Ninth plan aimed to empower STs by creating and enabling
environment conducive for them to exercise their right freely. enjoy their
privileges and lead a life ofself confidence and dignity with the rest ofsociety.
This process essentially encompasses three components viz. social and economic
empowerment and social justice.
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The Tenth plan emphasized to reduce the gaps in education, health, and

,, economic progress of tribal could not bring anywhere nearer to the
slrmm ofthe society as the gap in their socio economic status has widened
percentage of rural tribal population below poverty line was as high as 52
ilas against an all India figure of 37 percent during 1993-94 leaving a gap
patient. The corresponding figures for 1999-2000 were 46 and 27 leaving

3 of 19 percent. Tenth Plan calls for determined action to ameliorate
auditions Their unproductive uneconomic holdings, use of traditional
ilogies forcultivation. watering, input use, non diversification ofcrops and

bvesting techniques has been continuing.

c development. Despite all efforts even after more than sixty years of

1k

The dwindling natural resources including forest and shrinking water and
supply havejeopardized their agriculture and livestock productivity. The

iictivity compels the tribal for other avenues in non-fann sectors. Most
are landless and depend upon non-farm activities and producing hereditary

is and handloom clothes. Due to lack ofskill, education and technical
i there is no perfection in these items .Even in these non-farm activities

&ls face problems due to poor marketing, lack of demand, competition
flistitutes and training. Infact, land owning tribals do handicrafts during

gicultural seasons to supplement their incomes. -
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The following are the results offieldworl-ts undertaken during the course
ofthe study: '
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Table-4.1 enumerates the economic composition of each RD Blocks. It
shows that in an average more than halfof the people belonged to BPL category.
Among all the RD Blocks BPL households were found extremely high (more
than 60) in Tulashikar. Karbook, Durga Chowmani, Amarpur and Chawmanu.

On the other hand APL households were found more than 40 percent in an
average among all the RD Blocks. Among these RD Blocks, APL households
were recorded higher (almost 45) in Bokafa, Damchera, Jolaibari, Kumarghat,
Matabari and Yubarajnagar and in case of listed category, it was recorded high
(more than 15) in Hrishyamukh and Kalachera RD Blocks.

Apart from BPL and APL there are some listed and other categories
amongst the Reangs. Overall. the economic composition suggests the poor
economic conditions ofthe Reang community in Tripura. It also indicates through
the different variation that the economic conditions differ among the Reangs
living in different RD Blocks in Tripura. '

The Reangs live amidst rich natural resources, but are not able to tap
these resources to their fullest advantage; hence are left economically backward.
The socio-economic structure in Reang society is that they have a very simple
technology which fits well with their ecological surroundings. There is no any
uniform pattern in the Reang economic way of life. Their economy is of
‘subsistence type‘. The structure of the Reang economy is generally based on
forests and its product.
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4. Map of Economic Composition

RESULTAnn DISCUSSION
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Table-4.2 shows the blocks wise religion status. It was reported, average
lflpcent families were Hindu and it was found significantly high (more than

yuufling among the Reangs in particular such as:

(i) United Pentecostal Church (1971)

(ii) Roman Catholic Church (1977-78)

(iii) Presbyterian Church (1982)

(iv) Salvation Army (1982)

(v) Evangelical Free Church of India (1998)

(vi) Believers’ Church (1999)

(vii) Reformed Presbyterian Church (2003)

* (viii) Seventh Day Adventist (2003)

(ix) Kuki Christian Church (2004)

(it) Independent Church of India (2005)

(xi) The Church of God (2005)

(xii) Deeper Light (2007)

(xiii) Indian Christian Mission (2008)
53

1 iliianu, Bharat Chandra Nagar, Pecharthal, Mungiakaini andAinbasa block,
"kmTulashikar block was listed as fully Hindu (100) dominated block. On
lktlhct hand, rest ofthe families were found Christian (avg. 28.33) and it was
‘indremarkably high in Jumpui hill (82.59) and Yuvarajnagar block (60.28).

The Reangs belief on the malevolent (buraha, longdrai, etc.) and the
1iv0lent(songrongma, mailuhma, khuluhma, etc.), spirits (phola), animatism
jibution of life to physical objects), animism (beliefon the natural objects),
‘iin dreams/divinations and polytheism is being categorised here as a forms

Hinduism. While,.Christianity refers to different Church denomination
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Table-4.3

Age group wise sex Ratio
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Above Table-4.3 illustrates the age group wise sex ratio among all the
blocks. It indicates overall sex ratio is 981, which is considered comparatively
satisfactory with the national and state average. Sex ratio is higher (1022) in the
age-group of (0-S) and it was recorded extremely higher in Tulashikar (1500)
block, followed by Mungiakami (1295) and Hrishyamukh (1214) has secure
second and third rank in sex ratio and Kakraban was identified as lowest (765)
sex ratio in this category. After that (6-14) age group, sex ratio was reported
985 and it was highly remarkable in Rajnagar (2871) and Tulashikar (1200)
block and it was reported lowest in Kalachera (623) and Kakraban (652). Under
the age group of (15-60), sex ratio was found 965 and it was also found higher
in Tulashikar block (1095) and Yubarajnagar was identified as lowest (796) sex
ratio block in this age group. Lastly above 60 categories sex ratio was found
989., and it was higher (1333) in Durga Chowmuni block.

Table-4.4 explains the age distribution of villagers. It shows 4 diflerent
types of age groups. Number of Children under (0-5) age group was reported
high (more than 20) in Damchera, Kakraban and Ganganagar block as well as
children of age group (6-14) was reported more than 26 percent in average and
it was found comparatively high (more than 30) Gournagar, Kakraban, Kalachera,
Kumarghat, Tulashikar and Ompi blocks. Whereas, people age group of( 1 5-60)
were recorded more than 50 percent in average and it was found high (more
than 60) in Durga Chowmohani, Rajnagar and Bharat Chandranagar blocks. On
the other hand, above 60 ages of people were reported almost 7.46 percent in
average and among them it was found comparatively high (more than 15) in
Laljuri, Tulashikhar and Ganganagar blocks.
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Rmui.rA|~iu DISCUSSION

and cultural level the family is a unit of both production and
Ma]ority ofthe Reangs in all the RD Blocks are found to be engaged

in (shifting method of cultivation) While they also practiced settled
., works as agricultural labour and engaged as small business It was

fiom the table that small number of them worked in government sectors.
lidow maps clearly indicates the structural variation of of occupational

‘liable-4.5 suggests the economic profile of the Reang community. At the
Bic ’ I - s ' -

I

IE among the Reangs living in different RD Blocks.

T&leI4.6 and 4.7 indicates the educational profile ranging from age groupP . . . . .Mmd the educational status prevailing among the Reangs in different RD
E5. Both the tables indicate the dismal conditions among the Reangs. In the

ofthe interview, the greatest hindrance or obstacles in the development
ilion among the Reangs are found to be poverty or their poor socio-

condinons. Lack ofphysical infi-astructure, functional deficiency, gender
fiiliation, lack of resources, acute shortage oftrained and highly qualified
I . . . .and high absenteeism among teachers further worsen the situation.
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6. Occupational Structure in Reang Community

Occupational Structure in Reang Community,Tripura 2016 l
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7. Educational Status of Reang Community

Educational Status of Reang Community, Tripura 2016 Assm
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Table-4.8

Status of Electricity
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RrzsuuAnn DISCUSSION

Table-4.8 represents the status ofelectricity users among all the blocks. It
" in average 67 percent families were having electricity. Whereas it was
sgnificantly high in Rajnagar block (93.08) and some blocks namely

nukh, Kalachera, Yuvrajnagar, Ompi, Bharat Chandra Nagar, Manu,
nagar were able to cover more than 80 percent of family in terms of

users in their particular jurisdictiony .
On the other hand people were still surviving very badly without electricity

1, . . .

Gournagar, Salema block So it IS 1IIlpOl'lZEtIl1Z to focus 1n these blocks
klnkhar (75) block and 1t was recorded more than 25 percent I11 Ambasa,

proving the electficity as soon as possible.
The table also implies the number ofsolar light user ’s family. It was found
lratively high (more than 25) in Ambasa, Chawmanu, Gournagar, Jurnpui

Karbook, Matabari, Tulashikar block.
8. itlup oi’ Electricity Status
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MAPPING THE PARTICULARLY Vuwsnaate T1ua41. Gaouas I19 TRIPURA

Table-4.9

Status of Financial inclusion
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able-4 9 depicts the financial inclusion of Reang families It indicates
75 percent families were having bank account and it was found higher

i m Dumburnagar block Also few blocks (Ambasa, Bokafa, Julaibari,
n1, Pecharthal Salema, Ompi, Ganganagar) were reported more than 80
t in case ofbank account holders Whereas, more than 18 percent family

iziund those were having account 111 Post ofiice and it was fomid significantly
in Kalachera (54.55) and rest of the blocks (Hrishyamukh Kakraban

Kumarghat Mungiakarni, Tulashikar) were found more than 30 percent
m of Post ofiice account holder Another irn ortant issue was reported

bank account opened under Janadhan Y0_]C1H€l which was recorded
'7 percent in an average and it was found comparatively better in Kumarghat

I) block

Number
c crib/_o__c_

64 73

Rmuu" Aim Discussion

Table-4 I0

Loan Habits Scenario
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Table-4.7 indicates the loan habit scenario status of the people. It shows
majority (63.0) of the peoples were taken loan from bank, and it was found
significantly higher in Tulashikar block (95.0) and Pecharthal block (90.23) and
also few blocks (Kumarghat, Karbook, Salema, Yubarajriagai‘, Bharat Chandra
Nagar) were found more than 80 percent, those blocks considering satisfactory
in the same. Followed by almost 26.5 percent were reported they had taken loan
from the SHG groups which was fouiid comparatively better in Dasda (44.07)
and Damchera (45.07) block. However, almost 8 percent people responded,
they were received loan from MFI and it was remarkably better in Amarpur
block (42.41). And lastly one important and significant finding is that, very less
percentage (3.31) of people were taken loan from the money lender and it was
reported quite high (almost 36.0) in Junipui Hill and Kaloaban block.
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9. Map of Loan Habits Scenario '
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MAPWNG THE PARTICULARLY Vui.m:n.4BL£: TRIBAL Gnours In Tnirurui

an Blocks ' Number o‘l'_Flml.ly using 1 rain
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Cybcr and Telecommunication Status
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' ‘<6 1.2T @923 10.42 0.041101 3.22 2.23 ans

' '33 109 202 W
Total 27959

Tiiluhilur l5 21.43 14.29 1429 21
|Yurl" ll’ 221 66943.29 4.49 3-122 3 2-15

1' 9 92 2 =9 I-Eflmmii , 4 219 sss iss

’ 163" 540 “J 119 394 s 2 A '.05 3013
76.33 .

2620 22 0.26 331 11. - . 2
"Mi "53’? ‘it’

Source: Field Surrey 1015

Cyber and telecommunication status is shows on the above table. It implies majority of the
families (67.0) were using mobile phone and it was witnessed mostly in Yuvrajanagar (94.29),

72
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Blcnrfl Chandranagar (88. 83), Jumpui hill (88.76). Inteniet user was reported
3 pacent and lt was reported comparatively better (almost 6) in Rajnagar,

Onipl block. Afler that, dish TV user was recorded almost 14 percent and
reported little bit high in Dasda (31), Dainchera (27), Karbook (19.36),

(19), Rajnagar (19). Cable user was found very low (1.36). Whereas 5
were reported, they are following news paper regularly. It was comparatively

II Chawmanu (10) and Dasda block (9). And lastly more than 10 percent
were considered, till they are using radio as their telecorrimunicationprocess.
quite higher in Ambasa (20.16) and Damchera (19).

I0. Map of (‘yber and Telecommunication Status
i i~fi~ 

Cybar and telecommunication Status of Reang C
(Family Wm) Tripura, 2016
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Table-4.12

IAY and RSVY Beneficiary in the RD Blocks
T— -T-—'——"——""" ' " __ ___ III_!E2I,|l]IZI_¥-- *l.|.l.|.l.l.l""- - -I.l|J.l_l~ -‘Ll-n.l.n_l-J-'l' ' _' ' __ ___, ___ l r W" 'i' 4 _f

RI) Blocks Number of family using
IAY Beneficiary RSVYI NE]?

Beneficta
Total “/6 Total %

9 Total famfly

»— —--—e~—~.-.-~+~;-.—r.-.—e-_'::|nn-no-pr---pp-pl " - - -__'_-_ E _ , , .__i. . if ---. m - -

Ambassa 967 37.16 1 843 32.40
i.2._.........................-2--;....2.-4:-H -- . __ .-._.-_ _2_.---_-_ -- - .. .. .. .|l._...-_..-.___-- ---------_-- .

l Bol-zafa 2287 5 I .27 2196 49.23

. . mi-I r i

2602
446 I

Tiiiiiiiiiiiiifiifliiilllllllimlii W"""""""li6"iiiiiii " if "i220”"”it 571359
§Amarpur i'§T3 56.60 1202 53296 0

      0.13.02
379771394 if

3203
9 . 4.886

?n.....1..i‘ 4li;*-1363773333‘ 53.76 F6521 73.-=t8W
;.l3!"33§3h9.“'.LmP"i 1°  8-20  19-67  
l Gournagar 51 _

7 '—s3—0'§t'
12
2:1122.08 I29 55.84

1——-——-------i- 4 9 ~ 4+ 6 2- .9 ..... --l Hrishyamukh 23 52.27 i 14 31.82
I _ _ . ..---.- ———. -_-- ——-——- - -- —; ..; ._- - .__._,. —— — ..————._:-_--_.- _ ___- _7..

T. ...- Ii _

5.35 l 679 44.26l'“J“ii}}{pi§ilHi1il Z if 3337782
061616621 39 4.23 T 166 9 12.936
. Kakraban 9 9 100.0 if 94 100.0

‘ ‘ T_—' ‘ 3

1534

2923

‘K415666916 'mM T2“ T211100) 256 50.00 p
U—l-I-lI|H|I|l-UJ _____---—- ‘€"‘*‘ "'*"*: ':.. _'__ _ _. _..___.-1 *" 416': i ___;_' ___

Karbook 929 33.44 1562 56195
Kumarghat 43 3 48.16 328

ll.-aljuri 0 6 1230“ ""6956 29.32kl

'—' —* ~ -‘r—*.-~'. -:1;*:;_;.:* L_ ' T **.—1~'*;*:i'.f:_i-1: or ._ ___ -----—~———~_'—-- - _-: ':;_'_-... "'"_*_ ' oft .. _

_ ....,_ . _

222s
B99

2926
Matarbari 831 50.39 . 627 38.02
Mungiakaii 134 6 19.03 341 3 4s.44

----4- "' ' I1-L1649
204

Pecharthal 3 U 3 if gmlllul
'l' .1 ' .. Mimi,-

._ _ . 593 .49-72 379 . -53-'4
Rajnagar 30 23.08 22 16.92

lgalemallllllmlllfl 7 -3.3—'> ‘$23.36
Tulashikar 13 46.43 28.57

14.33 120 9.20
46.31 1 43  20 22

Yuvarajnagar
llbmlpi  6

P‘. N’.O *-I

l 

.. .__::.1':-;_1"' '“ ' ' . ._i:_ _ . ..1q-I-nun: 7'

Bharat Chandra I00
NnaLn.. 2-6-
Mann 1868 46.79 [668 41.78

7130 '-
  12

2s
262
1305
207

3992
1644” lml52.ll0l3l l”i"2i2l 36.35” 31670 9

026406622356. ill 693 1.44We T951 9 6 3.132
Total 22905 45.30 25479 50.39

3081
50567

7 A W if if 9 3 new626.61-=1.1.136.9.... 261622 if if ..____ ... ‘ _
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REULTAND DISCUSSION

Table-4. 12 shows the housing (IAY) and smart card (RSVY) holder status.
pill45 percent families were having IAY house and it was recorded higher

ukh Matabarl Dumburnagar and Ganganagar) were reported more
Q percent in terms of IAY house holders.

Iinban (100.0) and few blocks (Bokafa, Arnarpur, Damchera, Dasda,

I

RSVY card It was found stgmficantly htgher 1n Kakraban (100) followed
(76.03). Dasda (78.48).

On the other hand more than 50 percent families were reported they are

E1673

ll. Map of IAY Beneficiary in the RD Blocks

IAY Beneficiary in Reang Community,Tripura 2016 _
(Household Wise)
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12. Map of RSVY Beneficiary in the RD Blocks

RSVYI NHIP Beneficiary of Reang Community, Tripura 2016
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RI.-:su|.1A|~ro DISCUSSION
Table-4. 1 3

Beneficiary under MGNREGA

Number of Beneficiary access
RI) Blocks HMGNREGAH t Total family

N0. of Job Card

EU-<‘.4'15"';4 .§=s§*§_§.254
__I-.-- _

.'-cr.Y.EWg_
ooM--wsoas1-4-4:

i.$-

-doQ4~it.t~4

Ambassa F I 1697 65 22 2 2
Bokafa 2753 61 71 446

68 79 1394awmanu

Amarpur 2007 62-.66
Damcherra " 2245 45 95 43

4987 60 02 330
1rga Chowmum 35 25

Goumagar 23
I-lnshyamukh 50 00 44

put H111 44 39 15
o atbart 92

44 46 81 9
a achcrra so oo

1352 4s.e1 27
Kumarghat " F A 4i 43.05 s9

I m1 1052 as 95 29
atarban 1039 as 01 164

1 56 39 7
echarthal 69 I7

Ragnagar 77 69 13
Salerna F A D HE 31 78 1
Tt1|3S|‘|lk3I' 28 57 2

l.l\£ll'3_]l"ldg£1I' 74 1 28

arat Chandra Nagar 36 23 2 7
2921 73 I7 39

Ganganagar 2155 65-54 3081
Total 7262 14.36 50567

Dumburnagar I I03 34.9 I 3160

L 2‘ it isssrmmtdsum,’ 2015 H i
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Table-4.13 illustrates the block wise MUNREGA beneficiary status. It was reported. job card

holders were Jexnarkabl}-' higher in J ulaibari (100.0) block and also job card holder comparatively
higher (more than 70 percent] in R-ajnagar. Yuvrajnagar, Manu, Ganganagar block.

I3. Map of Beneficiary under MGNREGA

Beneficiary under MGNREGA in Reang Community,
Tripura 2016 (Household Wise)
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Table-4. I4

FRA distribution status
L,‘ -- I - n_r—. 

Number of access Total

Claimed Distributed

_* 302 ___§L3.3p T M204 46.64 _______

363 61.44 231 33.56 599
-1-_-i-_- _.1-I ' _'-Hun ——l|—-It |— —|u-Iw|.'.'.'_'.— ;'_'.' - .267 66.75_ 133 1 33.25 l

22222223422222 22 63.29292 t 1562 31.01
49 S4 43 1799 45 57 3943

Chowmuni 2 28 777123
67 57 32 43 3

2 22 2222 21221 64.71 6 35.29
2 259.19 24233  $2.321“ 106*

230 . 1 2 2 2 2 362

Q  

l2’-J.

ILnL4-JLl!‘

9°to

—"-=-'——' "'-'-'-'-'-v'—" ' -1|-rhu-I - - in Quinn:

63 54 32 36.46
66 67 33 33 2
72 22 5 27 73

_ __ __ 1______39r5 5 $66.30 455 331.70 2
106 61.99 65 33.01 17

2 2 2 92320 25263 36.69 15
409 56.03 321 43.97 73

22 2 .452 22274 2 23.57
2 222692.125 2 2"1'2T22 30.232252 22273 2

19 70.37 29.63 5 .12
 - 26.-83 4

73" 2 2 2 2223 ..
2 7500

' 273.5223 gggg g A 26.47 g ggggggggM g _fi
_ 1.22455") 22  441-7 1 243-87 2121265
Chandra 50 58.14 4l 86

100 54.11 45.39
727 57 24 543 42 76 127

61 16 33 34 46
Total 22 10252226“ 59 22 7247 40 73 17773

Source: Field Survey Z015

Iii:-4.14 shows the pom: land holder under Forest Rights Act (FRA).It signifies 59.22
claimed for FRA. whereas out of these almost 4 l .0 percent were received palm land.

J‘k claim (more than 70.0) has been received from Durga Chowmoni. Kalachera,
Rajnagar, Sale1na. Tulashikar. Yubarajnagar blocks. However, majority of the
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beneficiary (more than 45.0) were belonging to Anibasa, Damchera and Manu R.D. Blocks, 1

ranked higher on the basis of title distribution.
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14. Map of FRA Distribution status
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Table-4 15

People involved with SHGS

Ifllocks

— 1 1--In-\l |i Fri

Number of Beneficiary Involved Total

SHGS
Actwe

Lisa 87

 

illlrmanu
____:

/
88 78

II‘G

1:

77 18 22 32
66 67 8 33 33 2
63 54

_ '16 :3liél 37 23 87
80 58 S4 19 42 27-
75 00 25 00

210578 95
72 73 3 27 27lI ___ _ __ sg.11 __ 1329

. 233676 64
75 00 25 00

erra M ._ 2500 25 (I1 H __
IlbflkW EI
J4 44
__a=u|-ml. __JllI|~_" 62 so 3
Iitilrthal A __ 75.44 245
I 4. _ __ 6555 3214l

84 72
84 91 15 O9
78 57 2143

61.90 3'50 H
___ _,__ 6a,63__ ___?lilI|llllI72 73na .

__ 25 92 59 4
Chandra 68.75

\—|

62.16ll 34.54
83.5]

Total 733

31 25

70 37

17.65
Qourcez Field Quney 20]‘?

Above table mdlcatcs the etatuq of SHGs, whether at was acuve or defunct More than 75
Q guups were found actwe followed by almost 2.: percent who were reported to be defunct

'.A|:me eroup was reported higher |n Ompu (92 59) Ambasa (88 78) Jumpur hall (86 I I)

h
I

Whereas defunct group waq found comparatwelv higher In Salema (38 I0) Amarpur
11 Manu (37 84) bleeka
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I5. Map of People involved with SHGs
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Social Assistance Scenario
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and Jurnpui hill block. Almost 19.0 percent women were getting widow pension. It was Found

comparatively more in Durga Chowmnhsnl (59.26) and Pecharthal (51.01) block. Almost 4.0

percent were received disabled pension and it‘ti lotthd htglter in Tulashikar (41.67), Hrishyamul-ch

(36.36). Rajnagar block (29.41). Very :66- pementage (0.47) people were getting blind pension

and rest of the respondents (773.64) said that they are getting benefit tinder various pension

scheme.

16. Map of Social Assistance Scenario

Social Assistance Scenario of Reang Community
Wise) Trlpurll, ASSAM
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Table-4 I 7
R|s:su|:rAr~m DISCUSSION

Natural Resource (Pond) in the Village - Water Bodies

ID Blocks Natural Resource in the Total No.
Vulla e
Pond

of Village

%
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0 08
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|

_‘ _ F E32“ 19.42
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132 35 38 3

calm 2 10.09
"' [620 "H 42 so 2

IO 67
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2 56 as 90 5
gar 2142 37.58 5

I227" _ " 21.16
— '“ 26756 2s.37

hnurce Field Survey 2015
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Table-4.17 is referring to the natural resource available in the village.
shows in an average number ofpond (28.37) was reported higher among all tl
villages ofthe block, Pond was listed significantly higher in Dasda block (58.4
nos.), Pecharthal (42.50 nos.). Manu (38.9 nos.) block and number ofpond W:
found very less in Jumpui hill (0.08 nos), Julaibari (4.39 nos.). In case of lake,
was located more in Chawmanu (30.44) and Manu (31.07 nos.) and number 1
lake was found very less in Hrishyamukh and Rajnagar block (1.0 nos).

Table-4.18

Family involved with Rubber Plantation

Rubber plantation
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Above table signifying the number offamily involved with rubberplantation.
denotes 17.71 percent family was involved with rubber plantation and it

irllowed high in percentage (50.0) in Hrishyamukh and Bokafa (49.23)
Whereas more than 40.0 percent of the family from different blocks

mu, Amarpur, Julaibari, kakraban, Matabari) has been reported, they
nvolved with rubber plantation. Also rubber plantation has been fotmd
$ in Damchera (1.19) and Laljuri block (2.8) under North district.
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17. Family involved with Rubber Plantation
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Information 0|‘ Livestock
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hove table presents the different s of livestock availability among
pie It shows more than 50 percent people were involved with piggery as
restock. Piggery was reported comparatively higher in Matabari (79),
77), Manu (72.42) block. After that, almost 17 percent people were
I they are doing fishery activity. It was mostly found in Damchera (45.6),
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Pecharthal (35.06), Julaibari (34.0) block. Followed by almost 13.5 percent were
involved in goattary and it was mostly found in Karaban (27.0), Karbook (26.0),
Bharta Chandra Nagar (24.12) block. Almost 7 percent peoples were practiced
apiculture and it was remarkably seen in Jumpui hill (53 .0), Yuvrajanagar (46.0),
and Hrishyamukh (31.0). Table also implies 6.32 percent peoples were engaged
in Poultry farming, it was reported more in Julaiabari (37.0), Salerna (26-0).
Kalaohera (24.49). And lastly, almost 3 percent people involved in dairy activity.
Dairy was highly found in Ambasa (8.66), Ganaganagar (6.25) block. From til:
above table it was clear that, people mostly depend on piggery, fishery and gaottay
activity as a major part of their livelihood.

Ill. Map Regarding Livestock Information H

Livestock Scenario of Reang Communlty,Trlpurl 2016 A89”!
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most of the (95 44) people were facmg fever and 1t was htghly (more
0)dom1nated 1n most ofthe above l1SlI€d blocks except Durga Chowmom,

ukh, Jumpur hlll, Julaiban, Kakraban, Kalachera, Karbook, Kumarghat
Rajnagar and Yubrajnagar Comparatlvely fever was found less

(less than 1 0) III _Hr1shyamukh Jumpul hlll Julalban, Kakraban,
Karbook block.

On the other hand very less number of people (0.17) from 13 blocks said
were facing TB and it was comparatively found with higher

Table-4.20 shows the major health problems among the reang people. They

It . . . .
Fn . . . . ’

"'3 - , ,
IE8.

"BY
iration in Julaibari block.

m Tulashlkar (77 27) Hrnshyamukh (58 33) and Rajnagar (3 1 1 1) blocks
table also indicates jaundice faced by the people (2.11) and it was

rd with higher concentration in Kurnarghat (32.54) and Durga Chowmuni
I. In the same manner it was less effective in Dasda (0.99) and Julaibari
L

Typhoid was reported 2.28 percent in all the blocks. But it was significantly
r ' ' . , ' . ' . .

The
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19. Map of Major Health Problem

Major Health Diseases of Reang Community, Tripura 2016
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46 10 percent people were having bicycle and it was recorded mostly in
(93 44) Hrishyarnukh (70 45) Duinburnagar (75 85) block Followed by

pacent reported they were having two wheeler (bike) and it was reported
inAmarpur, Dasda and Rajanagar block. Four wheeler was recorded only

pacent and coinparatively recorded high (more than 1 .5) inAmarpur, Bokafa
Amhasa block. However, only 0.81 percent people were having tractor and

’ . . . _

ly ‘ , ' . .* . . . . .

ll
bloc
Iumn

Table-4.21 demonstrates the asset availability owned by the people. It

. , ' . , . .' p . . .

is
E

found higher in Hrishyamukh (4 55) and Kakraban (4 26) Again almost
percent were found those are using TV in their home TV user was reported

in Kakraban, Dasda, Kumarghat Bokafa block Only 2 24 percent of
were using computer and it was used mostly in Julaibari (6.3 8) and Bokafa
And a significant section (46.81) ofpeople were using refrigerator in all

ks. It wit?» found higher in Ganganagar (100.0), Ktunarghat (95.0),
u (85.0) block.
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20. Map of Assets Availability
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BUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS

Important Observations from the Study

ected in their dance, music, festivals, management ofcommunity affairs,
and food habit The economy of the Reang community like that of other
societies is timed to the needs ofthe Society. Family is the basic social unit
Reangs and it is the foundation oftheir social organization. Since it is the

ii: unit, it controls the social behavior of the members as also the use of
ivmed land and its possession. There is the predominant of nuclear family
mg i . . _ . . .

sultan

The Reang have a rich social and cultural heritage. Their distinctive culture

B . . . .

ll
R

Reangs The head of the family takes socio cultural decisions in
‘on with other adult members of the family.

The types of irrigation found in the surveyed areas were by means ofwell,
IIIS and rivers. The sources ofhousehold waters used are from well, ponds

Agriculture also takes place regularly with the chiefcrops being rice
Jrgetables. The problem ofdrinking water has been a major problem in the
mil villages. The numbers of tube wells as well as wells is insufficient for
Iiling water for drinking, cooking and other uses of the people.

ent of the Reang economy as per the present study Livestock were
mainly for consumption but it 1S also used for commercial purposes.

Animal husbandry and livestock rearing is one ofthe important bases for
elopm . '
i . . . . .

bction of minor forest produces is an integral aspect of Reang economy.
Primarily the Reangs thrive on shifting cultivation and forest produce



 i ___?
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collection, but with the passage of time and wide success of settled cultivation.
dependency on shifting cultivation and forest produce collection has reduced to
a significant extent. As a result the dependency rate on shifting cultivation and
forest produces collection as primary occupation has been reduced. Household
income is one of the most important indicators of livelihood. The households
have multiple sources of incomes. [t is because no single source of income is
sufficient to provide means of survival. The study identified major sources of
livelihood in the selected villages. Those are agriculture, wage labour, livestock,
collection of forest products, art and craft and incomes from other sources. The
other sources include small business, traditional based on division of labour work,
services, etc. Agriculture is the single most important source ofhousehold income
in all the villages. Inter-dependence and cooperation of male and female are
based on all economic pursuits from production to consumption. The data from
the survey reveals that majority households depend on collection and sale from
forest for their livelihood.

In addition to food and clothing, shelter is the most essential and basic
human need which denotes an important constituent of the quality of life. It is an
index of the socio-economic progress ofany community. Agriculture and forest
produce is the mainstay oftribal economy in general and the Reangs in particular
providing livelihood support to a large section ofthe population. And land is an
essential ingredient of agriculture. Owning a house provides sigiificant socio-
economic security to an individual or household in society. All surveyed
households have their own house.

Relatively few schools were opened among the Reangs and their access to
education was thus limited. Low level of literacy and educational backwardness
among the Reang community are due to (i) lack of positive motivation for
education, (ii) lack of adequate educational infrastructure, and (iii) deficient
communication system. Health is one of the precious assets ofhuman being and
determinant ofa person’s quality of life. But the study reveals that poor health of
PTGs is one of the critical bottlenecks. The uiihygienic living condition and
traditional health care practices were found mainly responsible for high maternal
mortality. Existence of traditional medical practitioners and use of traditional
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ti
health. In spite of the modern health infrastructure being available to the

iriity still they are the strong believerofthe traditional medicine and treatment.
is a consensus agreement that the health status of the tribal population is

poor and worst among the primitive tribes because oftheir isolation, remoteness
being largely tmaffected by developmental processes. According to the studies

ll(€I1, it indicates that the primitive tribes have distinct health problems,
governed by multidimensional factors like their habitat, difierent tenain,
y, poverty, superstition and deforestation. No significant changes were fotmd

It intensity ofdiseases and households that suffered fi'om diseases. Malaria is
most critical health issue in the area under survey.

The Reang society is no longer considered to be exclusively a traditional
ervatives as it is gradually being exposed in the modern setting to be the
ofchange which have in turn brought with it a radical transformation in

socio-economic, religious and political spheres of life.

The report is the outcome of intensive fieldwork and datas collected from
s of questionnaires and consultation carried out with the Reang
inity, the only Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs) ofTripura. The datas was
rd from 189 Reang inhabited village councils/gram panchayats covering
of 58 rural developmental blocks and 6 out of 8 districts of Tripura.

In terms offamily type, nuclear family is preferred overjoint family in the
areas. In terms of language, Kau Bru is spoken by all the respondents,

than that language known to them was Bengali. Out of 50567 families,
per cent belonged to BPL families, 40.7 per cent accounted to APL while
pcent belonged to Listed/Other Category.

fiund out that majority (69.3 per cent) ofthe fainily’s respondent’s follows
28.3 per cent follows Christianity while 2.3 per cent follows other

or did not state their religion.
Regarding the gender-wise age distribution, out of the total population of

the age group between 0-5 (male-7.9 % & female-8.1%), 6-1'4 (male-

e reveals that they have still preserved their traditional knowledge related‘

with respect to religious practice among the Reangs in the surveyed areas, 3
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13.2 % & female-13%), 15-60 (male-25.5% & female-24.6%) and 60+ (male-
3.7 % & female-3.7%). 9

Majority of the family’s respondent’s ofthe surveyed areas were engaged
in both agricultural and non-agricultural work. Most of the laborers were daily
wage earner. In terms ofAgriculture (settled-35 .2% & shifting-13 .8%), Collection
ofMinor Forest Produce (13.1%), Agricultural Labour (19.8%), Non-Agriculture
Labour (5.8%), Small Business (3.9%), Govt. Service (6.9%) and one per cent
amounted to other occupational works.

The educational profile between the age-group of6-14 was not satisfactory.
Out of45 532 children, School going (male-40.9 & female-3 8.6%), not attending
School due to work engagement either to support and help their parents is (male-
5.7% & female-6.2%) while could not attending School due to either non-
availability of school facilities or communication and transportation problems
(male-3% & female-5.2%).

The educational status out of the total of 73024 without including those
infant and kids below the age of6 and those persons who lefi their studies midway
due to financial or other personal problems and also those who are engaged with
different economy activities (government service, Labourer, etc.) are as follows:
illiterate (male-7.7% & female-l 1.1%), Primary (male-20.6% & female-20.1%),
Upper primary (male-1 1.9% & female-9.5%), Secondary (male-7.3% & female-
5.4%), Higher Secondary (male-2.5% & female-1.6%), College Graduate (male-
0.8% & female-0.4%), Post-Graduate (male-0.2% & female-0.1%) and Technical
(male-0.07% & female-0.06%).

In terms of both traditional skill and vocational skill out of the total of
44010, traditional health practice (male-4.8% & female-2%), handicrafts (male-
37.3% & female-3.1%), weaving (male-1.4% & female-50.3%), TV, Mobile,
Fridge Repairing (male-0.5% & female-0.1%).

In terms ofvarious training skills, out ofthe total of 1200, computer (male-
6.5% & female-5 .2%), Tailoring (male-l 1.3% & female-15.9%) and others (male-
31.4% & female-29.5%).
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I3 6% & female-18%), folk singers (male 11 7% & female-10 4%) drum
13 9% & female-10%), flute (male 11% & female 0 1%) Srenda (male
female-nil), Chongpreng (male-0.5% & female-nil) and traditional healer

Regarding traditional art and culture out ofthe total of30689, folk dancer

&
7) (male-6.9% & female-2.8%).

(23 5%) pacca (4 6%), mixed (ll 5%) mud (22 9) bamboo cottage
Regarding housing infrastructure. the number of families having kaccha

V») and IAY house (4.7%). ~.

supply (19 8%) handpump (29 2%), mark 2/3 (32 7%), stream (9 8%)
er (ram water, pond, etc ) (8 4%) Regarding sanitation the number of

' depending on pacca (30.9%), kaccha (39.8%), pit (18.5%) and open
0). The number offamilies having electricity (66.5%), solar-light (18.9%)
(14.4%) does not have electricity.

Regarding drinking water sources, the number of families depending on

[h . - - I ‘F - - . 9'

res
V

t (75%), post office (18 3%) and new account created tmder Jan Dhan
(6 6%) Regardrng cyber and telecommunicatron status, the number of

' (out of 41722) having mobile phone (67%), intemet Service (2.8%),

The financial status of number of families (out of 34545) having bank
m . 0
a . . ' 7 ' '
ICS

TV service (13.8%), cable (1.3%) news paper (4.9%) and radio (10%).

total of 52498, rivers & streams accounts for (4 5%), pond (50 9%) lake
) and rubber plantation (17%) Regarding the lrvestocks, out ofthe total

378, piggery accounts for (53.8%), goatery (13.4%), dairy (2 7%), fishery
), poultry (6.3%) and apiculture (6.9%). Livestock has been an important

Regarding the availability ofservices ofnatural resource in the village, out

% . . ‘ . .

Yo
mive asset for the Reangs for their supplementary income and an asset for
secmity.

Regarding major health problems, out ofthe total of23855 fever (male-46.2%
ale-49.1%), TB (male-0.02% & female-0.1%), typhoid (male-1 . 1% & female-
land jaundice (male-1% & female—l .l%). With regards to assets availability
he total of76770, bicycle (30.3%)_, two wheeler (4.7%), four wheeler (0.6%),
r .(0 5%), TV (31.3%), computer (1.4%) and nefiigerator (30.8%).
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5.2 Specific Suggestions/Recommendations

It has been observed that need ofemployment by developing the handicrafts
sector through locally available resources should be the priority. Financial
institutions can diversify the credit and developmental activities in the filed of
rural development by providing loan for activities in cottage
industries.Unemployed youths could benefits from any establishment ofcentres
for imparting training and providing intelligence about financial institutions,
providing raw materials, etc. The following are some of the suggestionl
recommendations for the improvement and development ofthe Reangs ofTripura.

5.2.1 Availability of raw material at reasonable rates

In order to make availability ofraw material, a raw material depots may be
set up to facilitate uninterrupted supply of raw material at reasonable rates.

5.2.2 Provision for Special Fund

Provisions for creation of special funds for establishing various income
generating training centres should be undertaken.

5.2.3 Development of Insfrastructure

Infrastructural development including financial infrastructure like micro
finance network is necessary for the development of any areas.

5.2.4 Developing Educational Facilities

Providing and developing educational facilities will go a long way in
boosting the educational level ofthe Reangs. Problems of illiteracy and dropouts
could be minimized by means of providing quality education and organizing
educational awareness campaign.

5.2.5 Health Care  

It was observed during the course of fieldworl-rs that a large number of
Reangs suffer from chronic and other repeated diseases. Their dependency on
tribal medicinal healers/boidos, unqualified village doctors, etc. and ignorance
about pararnedical facilities as the main reasons behind such illness.
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kind ofailments Health related awareness C€LII1pB.1gI1S m sanitation,
Therefore, health sector can impart short term training in the villages to

flm.
i

in,

and different aspects ofhealth including immunization should also be

Rang Tourism »
Tclirlmn is one ofthe most innovative and economically powerful measures.

the Reangs with their rich heritage and the primitive nature of their
hngtourism can be very successfiilly exploited. Such initiative ifundertaken
ma ' ‘the economic stature of the Reang households and their community.
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Questionnaire

TRIPURA

Annexure-II

SOCIO-CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

lhpping with respect to PTGs in Tripura-Focusing on habitats, resource,

(A
Govt. of Tripura)

I I

ts.'_1.1_s-.- . I

wsed livelihood pattem, issues of land alienation and displacement,
education and housing status

Research Project sponsored by Tribal Research & Cultural

'cal Location L L L L LL_L
Name

I
1|

7- - &7 — I "— ' —|i' ___

__-__? ..._____:. l

_| I

i
i

ti

i 1 1 I-1

Soc__i_aJCom osition L LLL_

a I I I€iI — I

Total BPL APL Male Female Total
L Hgosehold Fami Famil
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S. Age distribution __
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l__i_s-60"" L "' '
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I-7-..7_..___
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Sh ft I Ii irig Cu tivation I
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Collection ofminor forest produce _ _
Agricultural Iabnui L I I
Non a riculture labour8.. _

I ivestocks L

Armexuae - ll

Small business L_ I

GOV§'ii.'WlC¢ L H i—'
Ari Other L __LL

1 Educational profil_e_IL6 I4)
Education Male Fsmile

School goflg _ _
Not going to School

l] Working
2] Not Working L L LL

I. EducaLtirLiLnal profile (Abovi-=:l4)
Education LL Male Female“ - ‘fetal _

illiterate
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in-..
—i “|I_ JII-I*
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Secondary
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Traditional skill Male _fi___L_Female l Total _
Traditional hcalthpraclicc E __? L _ _ _ L
Weaviing F !
Handicrafts _ K _ _
Vocationalsl-mill _ _ M L L f

I-TidS§..E?P3iTLjL_. o _o_  _
Trainin skill { I _?_
Computer { V I? H l
Tailoring _ { i

l0. Traffltional Art and_Culturc _ _ __
Traditional art and Male Female Name & Contact No.

gulture
Folk dances (Hodaigri) _ J
Folk Son
Dmm o K __ l _  
Flute f l l __ __ l _ _
Srenda _ _ ___
Chan FER l W fi _ f_

{Traditional}-lcalcr{Bo:'dg) L _ l _ _ I

L1}11-H _ _ — - F
j Twas M _ Nun_]bgrofFam1l

..§fi*&_.__ 1.__ ._
Eqcca

d Mixed‘ _ —
“Mud wall i i
_L1i>0@¢2It@g@ . "
IAY House _L _ _i 7 7; _

12. Drir1kingwatersources_ _ _ _ _ _ ?__
Sources Located within GP

U fl_ W _ __ M (Y-MN-22
Water supply _ __ __ { _ l
Hand um __ M _
Mark-213 _ __ T
Pond % i 7
C/1erra(S_t_l_'_eam) if J L l if
Rain water harvesting _ro K _ o ____i___,
Others ‘ __ _ __ _ I
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13. Sanitation hygiene H
i Status i _ __Nl£IIb§I‘ of Famil

Pacca
Kachlla
Pit

. OP“ .._
I4. Electricity

W _g Status _ _ Number of Famil
Household having 6lCC'[I‘lCl
Household having Solar Light

I5. Account holder _ _
___ _§»tatiis Number of Fain

Having account at Eiank
I l-laligng account atfost Officc
New account created under Janadhcm

‘ Yojana

I6. Telecommunication and intemet availabilit
Status No of family ___ __ Name of service rovider

Havin mobile Phone
lniemet user
Dish TV service
Ciiole facility ___
l\lewspa_Eer A
Radio

‘ 10 Years I 20 Years Above I00 
No of families displaced to other villages __

17. Issues of land alien at_iori__and dis I laccmerit (Tick)

-ii

_ 41¢

_ How old is the village‘?

TOTI-L L + Above I00 No Displacement
No of families migrated (Out)

10+ J + Above I00 No Migration
i No of families migrated (In)

i 10+ I + Above 100 No Migration
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18 Village_f_acil_ity _ __ __ _ __
Status Number of Family _ _

Havin ob card
_AV€I'8g61Vifll'l£lil_YS____ _ _ A__*_r_ a _ 1

MGNREGA Job card holi_i_e_r___

IAY Beneficiary __
Having IAY house _

RSVY holder (Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yfljflllfl or National Health
Insurance Programme) _

Hams B3‘/You ___ _ _ i _ ___ _ ___
FRA beneficiary (Forest__Right A_c_t)_ _ _ __

Claimed L L ___ _ LA
Distributed _

_ SHG Groups __ _ __ __
Acme i _ _
Defunct

Any Other_g Lg L

Bank
Mono) Lender

_l-rclri.  I; __l  

_ _ Pension holder ___ _ __
__tWidow“___ g _
Old a e

B ii 7-‘-I-nr' c __"r g

Dl§&b|l'Q' g _ _ _ _
Blind
 ' i Q ifl _ 7 T 7 7 if 7 _

d b Loan I-labits__ _ _ _
7-'7— i‘ gr

MFI (Micro Finance)
 

SHG jib H ___ ___ _ 

I9 Village resources
T es
River
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Lake
Rubber

_ (Y I/N 2) Freuenc 0/kanilhect
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plantation L PT _ -u‘+i AA fir '
lrri atcd land
Barren Land!
Tillr: L
Fruits lantaLtiLon
Bamboo
lantation

Timber
Elantation L L L

"i 7 *7 1. I 77

l 11 I I-1 7' _ _L

*' " i

20. Livestock availability L
L Catcgog L L No. of families involved

PiEBE|'Z_ it i____ it _ _
Goataij L L _LLL L L LL
Dia
Fishery LL L L

_.E9_"_|"‘J _ K _
Aicultiire L L LLLL L

2|. Health status (Last Three Years:L@0l 2- I L L L
L i\ilL§j0I‘ health problem Male _] LFeLmaleL L No. oi [aniilies
Feist _ i__ K _ A 1 _
TBhad ‘ I ‘" iiaundi~== _ _ r L
Malaria -

HIV LLL L LL L L L LLLLLLLLLL LLLLiasjma  _ L _ 1 r  

22. Assets availability
' ___.___.......__ '.___. . 7 '_' *J;_.._ ___ _' _ |||1|-i | | T" ' |'

_ Category Llflo. of fainil
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[we wheeler L
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Tractor i L L L L_
TV

_ _ __ 1 I-|-I-iii i ml!-II _

ComulerL LL L L
Fride
'

$11.: (lien .. l?_

I %'l3.l'l.lI'B of Interviewer: Signatureffhumb Impression of Respondent:
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Anneiture-E

Core Project Team

‘F _ Research Pro'ect P i
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Kakraban R.D. B lock
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